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СЛЕШИ i
• -W^»^*» OT^BV* A
THE PBOBLtt AID WHPIIITIOJIS ОГ ТЫШ8 UilD
first decade of the twentieth century found
rural education la lev York State lagging behind urban
education) It failed to reach many farm children) It«
program was not comparable IB quality to urban educa-
tion; and Its program failed to meet the Immediate
needs of farm and Tillage youth. To provide improved
educational opportunity in rural areas, centralisation
was enacted Into law la 1914»
•The commissioner of eduoatlon is hereby author-
ised and empowered to lay out la this state la
any territory exclusive of a city school district
conrea!ently located for the attendance of scholars
and of suitable sise for the establishment of cen-
tral schools to gire Instruction usually giren
in the common schools and high schools, includ-
ing instruction in agriculture.* Article SB, Sec-
tion 180, Mew lork State School Law.
The permisalve law of 1914 was not sufficient to bring
about the desired improvements and la 13E5 encouragement
was giren to centralisation through special financial
grants.
•Any central rural district organised under the
provisions of this article shall fron the titae of
its organisation receive from the state the same
ЛИЙ <KttiV>
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apportionments and quota* which a union free
school district is entitled to receire under
this chapter» and la addition thereto «hall be
apportioned and paid to euch district the dis-
trict quota«, teacher«' quota*, additional
teachers1 quota« and equalisation quotas » . .
for each of the district* Included in weh «en-
trai rural «ehool district, In the ease amount
and under the »«a« eonuiUoa* a« though «ueh
central rural school dietriet had not been estab-
lished and a* though a »ehool had been nalntained
in each of auch district« included within euch
central rural »chool district." Article вВ,
Article 185, Mew Tork State School Low«
Under the tapeta« of the 1926 lav, centralization «pread
rapidly to «ueh extent that in July 1941 there were in
the «täte of lew lork £83 central rural «ehool**
the importance of transportation a« an essential
• »*
feature of rural education was early recognired, a« пае
the «täte*« responsibility for a »hare in the sup ort
Of an adequate program» Thi« 1» acknowledged in the
education law a« amended to 135£.
•There «hall also be apportioned and paid to ea<
central rural school district established a« here*
la rovlded a quota to be known a« the transporta-
tion quota, equivalent to one-half of the «urn paid
for the transportation of pupil«. • . .
•The board of education of such central rural
«ehool district «hall cause to be presented to
the ooBBtlscioner of education, in the manner and
at the tlae required by him, a statement as to the
•Mount expended by such 41strict • • . for the pay-
Bent of the oo»t of transportation.
•The transportation • . . quota« proTlded for
In this section «hall not be apportioned and paid
to such district unless it «hall appear that the
expendí ture« for school pur;x>ses during the year
for which such quota« are apportioned, exclusive
of public moneys, shall exceed a SUB equlralent
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to fiT* mill» on eaoh dollar of the ascested
valuation of the taxable property in such dis-
trict.« (Added toy L. 1914, oh. 55, and amended
by L. 19Í25. oh. 672; L 19§в. eh. £á9t and L
1902» eh« 4*1, i» effect larch £6, 19SS.) l/
tita the «pañalón of centralization, transportation h**
been extended rapidly and the expenditures for trans*
portatlon hare assumed a mejor politlón ia the rural
school budget. This »ay be exemplified by the faot that
ia the aohool year 19S*-40, 60 of the B85 central
schools in lev Xoifc State transported fcl,l£Z pupils daily
at a total most of $7te,M0.8Sj an arengo of 85t pupils
per district at a aoan cost por district of $1C,101.03.£/
There has, however, been a growing belief that the
transportation law as written abore has not adequately
served the purpose of equalizing the burden of providing
an effective transportation service. There are inequal*
ities either Inherent in the law or resulting froa the
Banner of its application, as folio*»»
1. Because of the matching clause, dlяtríete with
I/The law above was that in effect when this study
was begun. A naw law going into effect July 1, 1942
has alnee been passed, which has for its purpose the
determination of district needs by formula and alloca-
tion of funds in conformity with the equalisation prin-
ciple.
jg/The 80 districts eentioned above arc a«cng those
selected for the prosecution of this study« The man-
ner of their selection will be described In Chapter
III*
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greater loeel resources art favored et the expense of
those with séant local resources. That districts тагу
greatly in their ability to raleo funda locally is
readily demonstrable. The sixty dietríete afore*
mentioned тагу greatly in taxable reel «state (full
Talue) fro« f£41,£51 to »10,801,4*3. The taxable val-
«ее behind eeeh pupil transported in the li*»-40 school
year varied frosi tt,9&* to $40foll, with an areraee of
|1090e9* For pfurposes of oonparioon, the sixty dis-
tricts «ere Usted in the order of their taxable wealth
per jmpll transported, dlrided into five equal groups,
end the average wealth ef each group determined. (See
Table I)
TABLE Z
UáL ?А1ДШ PÍA POPIi. TRÀWOftXED
II «О Ш ТОК СШЯШ» MtíTBICTS, 1980-40
District
«*»*P«
Average reel value
pet pupil trensported
1
S
$ 3.850
8,054
11,210
Lew
High
1,Ш
40,611
Mean 110,969
Hedían в, 17в
It is believed, however, that the nuaber of pu-
pils transported is not an adequate measure of
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transportation со »te and, consistently «1th this, that
real Tain« por ptipll transported Is not an adequate
measure of a districts ability to provide transporta-
tion« A nore realistic statwont of varying abilities
«ight be nade by examining the real taxable value be-
hind or supporting each dollar spent for transport-
ation. Zn the roar 1689-40 and in the sane 60 districts,
this varied fro* $84 to $1,808, with an average of
f302. A table arranged in the sano manner as that on
roal value por pupil transported follows. Examina-
tion of this table shows that one school had 85 tines
as much wealth behind caeh dollar spent on transporta*
лиг»! >fi . -d lecalj^rj ai»! fcolo* a SHBUSBJ* s»t %g>
tlon as had the school at the other extreme; that
ХАВ1Д II
REAL TALU1 PER DOLLAR ЕХРЕИШ)
JOB nUUUSPORXATIOl la 60 IbW ХОЖ
CEHTRAL DISÏRICTS, 1989-40
If a
District
groups
Real v&lue per
dollar expended
1 до
HOC
171
Ж
4
Ъ
• 88ft
•I
881 л qeota,
Low $ 54
Moan $ao*
•odian £17
High 1808
the schools in the fifth or highest group had six
times as much taxable property in proportion to
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etransportation expenditure» ae had the schools in the
first group* that ie, that the schools of the first
group ver« burdened six tiжes as heavily as were the
school« of the fifth group in carryInf out the l»5a-40
transportation program»
1« Because of the manner of distributing atato
funds» it la possible for a district to receire all of
ita funds for transportation from the state« The
major etate fuña from which aid la diatributod to the
districts is the equalisation fund« From this, each dis-
trict ia reimbursed for all current expenditure« abore
an aaouat equal to a five mill tax en roal valuation,
which muet Ъо raised locally, and below a maximum set by
tho formula« Expenditures for transportation aro not
• * «
differentiated from other current expenditures. If a
district to aanagoa Ita prograa that ita total exoen-
diture, inclmdlnf half tho expenditure for transporta*
tien falla within tho upper limit of the equalisation
forosula» than that portion of transportation costs
«hieh are not returned through tho transportation
quota will Ъо returned through tho equalisation quota«
•here this la dono. It la at tho ex «me« and to the
detriment of tea class room program«
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X. XfiK PBOBLBd
It 1« the purpose of
this «tody (1) to examine the coats of and expenditures
for transportation in selected rural central school dis-
tricts; (£) to establish a forcula or a acthod, based
OB all til« factors which are found to ej> ly, for deter-
mining a reasonable cost of transportation for each dis-
trict j and (2) to su« p es t a method for distributing
state eld for trans ortatlon founded on the equaliza-
tion princip.t.
II. DEFIMITIOM OF TERMS OSED
Transportation«, Transportation if interpreted a«
meaning the conveying, in a vehicle owned or hired by
the district for that purpose, of pupils from their
homes or from gathering point« near their hornee to
school for the regular school session anc their return
at the end of the cession*
C.?st oj^.te--r-^ x rtsHiiJft^ The cost of transportation
iс interpreted as meaning the monetary value of ser-
Tices rendered or materials used during the accounting
period whether such services and materials are paid
. * . ^
for during that period or not. J/
. I . ' ! . - -
and Î.
p« 10в«
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Sxpenditures
fw» transportation i» interpreted to oeen all oonle*
expended for transportation aaterials or serrlcas dur-
ing the accounting period whether auch «ateríale or ser-
vices are used during that period or not. 1/
Coat Classification. Transportation cost» hare
usually been divided into two categories or classifica-
tions, fixed costs and operating eos ta, with
as follows
Fixed costs:
Depredation
Interest
Insurance
•ent
Operating costai
DrlYers« salaries
Ou
Bepalrs
fialmtenanoe
DriTers« salsjples, however, hare воге the oh* r act er l sties
of such costs as Insurance and rent sinee they are the
subject of contract, are 4*t*minabl« in exact aaount «I
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the beginning of the fiscal rear» «ad usually do not
vary «1th the use of the transportation equipment
(mileage). All of the cost i tecs listad тагу fron tima
to tiea and from placa to placo, but not all andar the
influence of the aaae causal factor« or força«« It has
been found таг/ helpful in the deralopaent of this study
to reelassify the cost Items in tara« of the factors
under «hoa« influence they тагу, аа follovai
Coaita! posts. Capital costs aro interpreted to
mean those costs «hieh under normal conditions aro
irroToeably fixed at the tiae «hen transportation
equipment is purchased, тагуing only under the influ-
ence of purehaa« prioo «ad the tora« of purchase. They
aro dépréciation and the amortized interest oa the *n-
p&id balance of the purchase -rico«
Contract costa. Contract costs aro Interpreted
to aean those costs «hieh, «hile they тагу from year to
year, are the subject of contract and are nornally known
la oxaet aaount at the beginning of the fiscal year»
They тагу under the influence of plaoo location or
economic area« They are insurance, rent and drivers1
i«
fariable costs. Variable costs are interpreted to
mean those costs that тагу with the extent to which equipment
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10
!• used and which are not determinable in adyance. They
are /as, oïl, repaire and maintenance.
Raw coa ta. Raw eso s te «111 be interpreted to oean
the automation of ell i tec« of the cot t of trena por tb-
tiott ea defined on pege T without regard to the quailty
of transportation aerrice maintained.
Raal coat. Real eoat will be interpreted to raean
the cost of transportation in tenu of the quality of
the térrico purchased at that eoat*
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tCHAPTER II
RKTU1 АЛГ ANALYSIS Of fKbVlOUS STUDIES 01 T&AfiSHuRTA-
TIOI. A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OP FACTORS DNDERLXIBG COST»
AID THE SUGGESTION OP A METfiOD CP DKVELOPI8G A COST
FORMÓLA
A preliminary step to the examination of transport-
ation coat* in New lork State and tue factors which may
afi'ect those ooata ia tha examination of existing stud-
ies In thia field. lot all studies in transportation
ara pertinent to our purpose. The fol i owing liât ia
not broadly inclusive. It is, in fact, United to thosa
which have for their purposes the establishment of a for«
muía for tha determination of reasonable ooata or the
analysis of î actors which may affaot costs.
burns' atudy. i/ Burna toada no at vamp t to analysa
costs or tha faetora affecting eoata. Predicating his
atudy on daairability af equalizing tha burden of trans-
portation ooata in law Jersey counties, ha sought an
indax of county need In tha relationship between per-
centage of pupila transportad, density of school popu-
lation» and eosts. Frosi these relation« hips ha
¿/h.L.Burns. Measurement of tha la«4 for Trans-
porting Pupils. Buraau of Publications, Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University. 1987.
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developed the formula
Puni
La transported r/area of county
ADA y number of school buildings
a» a neaeure of need and recommended A plan for átate par
ticipation.
John** study. У Johns cri tic lied Burns1 study as
follows i
"The chief deficiencies of the method proposed
by Borns for tbe sttte's participation in its
transportation program are as follows:
1* An undiscovered relationship between
cost variations and area per school building is
used as a weighting factor in measuring trans-
portation need which is out of proportion to
actual cost variation» Independent of the con-
trol of tbe local coBUBunlty.
• a. It toes not provide the state with ade-
quate administrative controls over money dis-
tributed as aid for transportation."
IB a study of costs In lew Jersey , Pennsylvania, Con-
necticut, Alabama, and Florida, Johns found the best
measure of need to be in the relationship between per
cent of average daily attendance transported and den-
sity of population. He extended his study to Include
a discussion of factors that affoot transportation
costs i ownership of bus, oake of bus, seating capacity
of bus, bus depreciation, cost of bus, utilisation,
number of pupils transported, method of transportation,
i/Roe Lyell Johns. State and Local Administration
ff Вохюо! Ir ah» aorta t iqn. Bureau of Publications,
cacher» College, Columbia university. 1928.
, p. 11.
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di »t ano о trou por «i, »alary of drivera, personnel of
drivers, and typ« of road« fie also Included a »hort
discussion of aooountinc taethoda and of th« liability
of sohool boards for aoei«ents to children.
. / _ ~ - v*
JTIttl' ItttdY- А/ ТтллЬ 0. Irans, In a ttudy of
transportation cost* In California« nade a distinctly
différant and mor« detailed approach to th« problem»
He reduced th« unit of study fro« th« «eunty to the bus
and rout« and sought th« Influences under which costs
la this acre refined unit varied« He lists as »rob*
•*•
able causes of variation:
1» Length of routes and distances «hildren are
transported,
8« Munber of children for whoa transportation
is furnished«
« «_ »
3« Typ« of «qulpaent us«d.
4» Ownership of «<;uip««r.t or letting contracts
for transporting children«
5« Age of children — «l«n«ntary versus high
school«
6. Density of »ehool population.
*»* ^ ^ ^
« Sise of school district.
8« Topography of the country and type of roads in
use«
'Fran* 0* Evans» ЯпеА«д«ъаа*Ее^«Ад«? ffr«, Coat of
u United States
»partaient of the Interior« Office of Education» Bul-
letin, 1950« Ho. £9.
•
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9« Typt of person* used «s drivers and wages
paid.
10« Methods used in purchasing aad in providing for
services •
11« System of accounting in use«
18. Policy used in determining those entitled to
transportation«
By questionnaire, he obtained fron £5$) high schools and
elementary schools data oa 61 и motor busses and 44
touring cars« There veré 14 cases in which railroads
veré used for school transportation. He found bus cap-
acity and length of route to be most significant influ-
ences under whiob costs varied.
•Many factors enter into the determination of
the total cost, such as the length of the route,
the auaber of pupils to be conveyed» the nature
of the roads to be traversed, the type of equip-
•ent used, and the b«neral level of prices and
wages. Since all of these factors and others
act concurrently, the task of singling out the
effect of each beccaes almost impossible. It
seeas rather that a aethod «ust be found to mea««*-
ure the variation in costs due to the «ore im-
portant factors and to modify the results to al-
low for the effect of other factors« Since the
length of the dally trip and sise of the con-
veyance are unquestionably the chief determinants
of cost, they should be taken a« the primary
basis of any plan of aeasureoent or standardisa-
tion*"
using the two variant», then» capacity of bus and length
of route» he prepared ь table of probable daily
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lABUL UZ
ItiTXlUTBS OF COSÍ РЕ» ЬА1
&А&ы> ом шиш» ЛАЬ skuiiKG CÀPACIÏX
FKOU RUDRTS 01 349 HIOB-SCUOOL В08 К8
Beating capacity
Duily Z
Mileage 16 SQ ад ад S5 40 48
60
16
$«•** «4.16 16.00
16.66 $6.70 47.66 18.40 18.68
80
B.7B
4.60
8.46
6.50 7.16 8.00 8.86 ».TO
B6
6»M
6.06
5.ИО
6.76 7.60 8.46 U.50 10.18
BO
4.6b
6.60
6.35
7. CO 8.06 8. 00 Э.7Б 10.60
8ft
6.10
6. У В
6.&0
7.66 6.60 9.96 10. £0 11.06
40
6.65
6.40
7.£6
8.10 8.98 9.80 10.66 11.60
6.00
6.86
7.70
6.66 9*40 10. £6 11.10 11.98
6.46
7.50
8.16
9.00 9.66 10.70 11. 58 12.40
56
6. 00
7.76
6*60
0.48 10.50 11.18 lfi.00 It, 88
60
7.S6
G.£C
9.08
9.90 10.76 11.60 12.45 15.50
study > %/ Boble «ncanin^d ooit -'ata and
factor« affecting oo»te on county own»tí ада operated
•ehool bu s set in 60 Borth Caro lie» count !••. Th« unit
of study va« th« buaj the factor« to which h« gar« at-
tention» a« being tlgoifieant to сов u ver et the ai»e
of load, the «ge of the but, the type of road, carrying
capacity of bus« the ¿oeJte of bus, and aethod of oner-
ation (the contract methcU аз against the county -owned
p* so«
2/М.С.Б. Moble, jr. Ы1
tioi in Borth Carolina« Pub]
the State daperiâtendent of
Lication Ne. 17£| Íssu<
Publie Instruction, Raleigh,
Borth Carolina.
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•ad county-operated method of transportation). Bis
findings with respect to the factor« named were as fol-
lows:
Site of load. Delly per capita сое t and со »t s per su«
decreased as size of load Increased; daily eost per
truck Increased ьа load increased«
Type of goad. There vac a definite relationship be-
tween costs and type of road, better roads reducing
dally eost per bus 3S.40*, dally per capita coats
ЗД.ЗДС, end cost per truck 18.715*4
Carrying capacity of bug. Increased capacity In tons
resulted in decreased dally per capita costs, but
bad no relationship to eost per aile nor to daily
cost per bus«
Uuive of baa. There was a variation in costs due to make
from a low dally per capita ooat of $«04659 to
1.06725.
Bathed of operation« Contract service was approximate-
ly 8l£ sore expensive than county owned and operat-
ed servio«. The latter meant lower dally cost per
bas. lower cost per bus mile and lower per eapita
cost«
Hoble than equalised the variability of the six naced
faotors by the u*e of oal«related ami tiples to give
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them equal eaphaais and prepared a method of determin-
Inf reasonable dally per capita cost In tenu of the
teven variant».
•
Roberta» study. ¿7 Hobertf «ade a study of 261
Arkansas school district« receirlng state aid for pupil
transportation in 1920-51. He selected as factors pos-
sibly affecting costs*
factors relating to ou-jilat
Pupils transported per year
Pupils transported per bus load
Pupils transported per bus per day
Factors relating to buts routeai
Typt of road
Length of rout«
Number of round trips per day
Eus mileage per year
factors relating to buss«i»
Days operated per year
Seating capacity
* • i
Ownership of bus
• • ••
Hake of bus
Cost of bus (ne«)
Age 9t bus •
¿/Boy «.Roberts. Д? fWflr*1* °e th* Coat of
Ïpfiflflaqrtat^on in Ат^апдад. university of Arkans
ulture. Bulletin Ho. 316.
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-
Ag«
f о oat ion
Topography of school district
Purchasing policies of school board
87 statistical analysis, he found that the two manager-
ial factors, cost of bua and type of bus driver, and
two non-managerial factors, the length of route and
the number of pupils transported per bue per day, were
highly significant. Beliering that a cost formula
should be based on only those factors which are Inde-
pendent of district control, he first calculated a
formula Ignoring the effect of managerial factors and
prepared a table of estimated costs, similar to that
prepare* by Brans, but In which the variables were route
'
mileage on« way and pupils per bus per 4 ay« Of his
c.s t.
choice of factors and the reliability of his table, he
•aids
•evmrnarlslng the characteristics of the plan, one
may say that it conforts* to established principles,
la that it Is based on factors beyond the control
of the school author! ties, represents average ex-
penditures for transportation under similar cir-
cumstances, need not be coatmted separately from
other functions of the rchool, and is flexible
to the extent of recognizing two influential
factors affecting the coat of pupil transporta-
tion in Arkansas. The plan, however, has s
•
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disadvaatages. Xa the firet place, tnere le ao
evidence to Indi eat« that the average program
if the aost satisfactory or «ven the most eco- /
nomieal program. IB fact, the large пииЬег of
contract buses having locaux eons truc ted bus
bodies would seem to indicate that a state would
perhaps do veil to base aid on standard rather
than average practices. Then, too, the low re*
lationship between route mileage and pupils
transported, and the cost of transportation
causes one to question the reliability of any
estimate of cost arrived at entirely by means
of factors beyond the control of local boards
of éducation« These facts, together with the
high relationship between cost of transportation
ana the managerial factors« such as cost of bus,
salary of bits driver, and transportation poli-
cies, strengthened by the apparent tendency for
the •Bxliumi allowance to become the eos t of con-
tract transportation, suggest that at least
some consideration be given to alternative plans
based in part en the managerial factors." 1/
Then, because of the revealed uncertain relationship
between non-managerial factors and total costs, Roberts
offered a second formula la which route mileage and
pupils transported were the basis for predicting current
expense and the managerial factor, eost of bus, was in-
troduced as the basis for estimating capital outlay«
made a study of 60 central
rural school districts of the state of Hew York, ob-
taining his information by questionnaire from the dis
tricts« He selected for examination a more extensive
/
I/Ibid«, pp. fie-£8.
£/Otis C. Amis« Lfl mJMlva*a °f Certain Factors
f fee t ing the Cost of ;ion in the Centra!
School Districts of Sew xor/: State. Doctoral
stricts of Be
University« 1
>rnell University. 192 .
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battery of possible factors than any of the prevlouely
mentioned writers » ae folio we*
factory relatif to busseg &пЗ rout eat
Seating capacity of bue
Pupils hauled per bus per day
Average number hauled per trip
Annual distance travel ei per vahlcle
Length of routes one way
Original coet of rehicle (depreciation)
Annual coat of carrent operetta*
Т1ше vehicle stop« per day or per trip
MaKe of vehicle
Ovntrsnlp of Tehlele
Number of days operated per year
relating to rue
«ages of drivers
Age of driver» employed
Drivers employed on full or part-time baels
Wholesale or retail purohase of supplies and
equipnent
Servicing and maintenance plan
Location of storage garages
Виззев housed In heated or unheated garage
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Pacos relstirg the shool
Area of district
Density of pupil population
Bunber of years district has provided school
transportation
Annual school budget for the district
Distance of tht school from a large «enter of
population
F PL с ', ..* г s rlain. t h
Topograph/ — mountain or level road
Mean annual snowfall
Road surface
Aals based his plan for predicting costs on total cost
(rather than on cost items) because, "first, the Inter-
eat of the central rural principal! and of the offi-
cials of the State Department of Education, fro- the
standpoint of cost, if In total eostj second, the
variation of the various «leoents going Into cost are
so great as to aake further analysis and prediction
of doubtful value.« ¿/ Because of their significant
Influence In determining costs and because they are
factors little affected by local community control,
he chose, as the factors u^on which prediction was to
, p. 180.
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be based, alles traveled per bus per day, and the to-
tal number of pupil« transported per bue per d*y. By
regressien, he developed the equation
Xj% « .OlTXg - *0£вХз - 7*18
when Xi equalled cost per day In doll ¿ire, Xg equalled
•lie« per bus per d*y and Хз equalled the nunber of
pupils hauled per bue ner day. On the basis of that
regression equation, he offered formulas for state
participation In transportation costs.
Hutehlna' studv. ¿/ Hutchine made an extensive
study of school transportation In Ohio« He selected
70 factors as possibly or probably affecting trans-
portation costs wad by the correlation method deter-
mined their relation to total district costs. Of the
seventy he finally determined on 10 as being of par*
tioular significance!
•amber of pupils transported
•umber of vehicles used
Present value of school-bus equipment
Total number of trips»
Percentage of forward feeing seats
•usber of busses owned by board
n c. Butohlns. flhe Distribution of Б
ИИ» Тот puoil Transportât lo Do с toral s t udy,
te Dnlverslty. 183з7
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Condition oT road«
Afea of school district
Total miles busses are driven dally
Number of month« busses «111 operate
By weighting and scoring each of the above factors and
attaehing to each «core a monetary value (plu« or
sinus), he developed a formula for predicting reason-
able cost per pupil per month. Significantly differ-
ent from the other studies reported, are the introduc-
tion into the formula of a large number of faetor«,
the inclusion of managerial factors, and the enlarge-
ment of the cost unit to the district.
»est Virginia Study. 1/ The State Board of Sehool
Finance of Ve«t Virginia i« making a comprehensive in-
quiry into school bus operation in Ve«t Virginia for
the purpose of preparing a formula for reasonable
costs. This study, outlined in a series of prellœln-
ary reports dated from Usy to December 1^40, ha«, for
the unit for study and prediction, the bus and route.
"The cost of school transportation in an administrative
area 1« the «un of the individual costs for all routes
operated by the administration, plue supervision
I/West Virginia Transportation Serie«, Prelimin-
ary Report, aeuiortnua 1-6. 1940.
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иcosts for the area«* 1/ The factors affecting cost are
listad aai
1« Maximum number of pupils riding at one time
£. lumber of stops
». Days operated per year (length of school term)
4» Length ef route
6. Hills
Mileage on grade 3.5 —7>
Mileage en grade over f%
•• Type of road
Mileage en hard surface road
Mileage on gravel road
Mileage on dirt road
• Age of bus
. fc-lt^S л'••£•$«-
The distinctive feature of this study is in the fact
that it seeks to establish reasonable items ef cost« In
terms of the factors listed, norms «ill be déterminée
for items classified as follows!
,. , ^ '*** «
1, Annual capital cost
* rCfOV't «4
8. Insurance
r*r э a;
5. Oarage or shelter
. * * **'•
4« Drivers* salarle*
»,
5. Fuel consumption
For normal use
For starting
For climbing
6. Oil consumption
f. Tire consumption
8» Maintenance cost
¿/Memorandum Bo« 2« p. 1.
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Th* formula for «»timeting a standard program for a
county unit if in two parte»
1. Bus costs — the summation of the cost items of
•11 of the individual routes.
2. Ion- bus costs
Non-bus transportation
In-lleu costs
Administration
The report contains the following commentary on the
•athod of approach!
"In the past, cost of transportation has
usually been treated as & lump sua. It vas
difficult to isolate the items which were
consuming too much or too little of the
transportation funds. The new f omuls for
determining the standard coat» of trans-
portation makes possible a careful study of
the cost item by item and presents a method
for comparing actual expenditures with esti-
mates of proper costs. This should prove a
real help tu administra tors."
Review of significant features cf foregoing stud-
ies. It is extremely helpful at this point to make a
comparative review of the studies reported and to of-
fer a critical analysis of some of their more sali-
ent features. The accompanying table points out some
of their similarities and differences.
k
I/Memorandum Ko. 6. p. lO.
*
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TABLE IT
COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF BOMB CHARACTERISTIC*
OF 7 8TÜDIB8 01 COST« OF SCHOOL BUS TRAM8PORTATIOI
Unit for
Author Study 4 Costs
of Study Prediction Studied
Faetón Admitted
into Formula
Burn«
Robert»
County ToUi
«osts
•
Rout«
о
~
' children
transported
Density of school pop-
ulation
«Oft*
Total
coatí
First Formulai
lout« mileage
Pupilf transported par
but par day
Sacona Formulas
Cost of bue
N >Q*» manag
Routa mileage
Pupila transported per
bus per day
Johns
County
Total
cost«
•on-managerial
Per cent of А Б А
transported
**rt
Density of DOQUlation
Evans*
л
Rout«
Total
eoita
Moa-aanagerial
Length of daily trip
,
Capacity of conveyance
Ami«
Rout«
Total
»on-managerial
coats
Kile« per bus per day
Pupils par bus per day
•
*Evans, Roberts and Amis, all of whom «rot« for-
mulas based on non-mana*«riai factors, called atten-
tion to the important part in costs played by the man-
ager lal factor« and the inadequacy of any eteasur«
that Ignored the«.
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TABZJt IT (eont.)
Onit for
Author iSturiy * Coat«
•f Study Preuletion Studied
Factor» Admitted
into Formula
Hoble
Rout«
Hutchina
West Tir- Rout«
giala
Study
Total
costs
District total
costs
Part
costs
Capital
costs
Insurance
Shelter
Salaries
Fuel
Oil
Tires
Mainten-
Mftn&iterlal
Age of bus
Hake of bus
Method of operation
Capacity of bus
I ii"^ • . • -j 1 > » -
Type of rose
61*« of load
Value of équipaient
Percentage forward
facing seats
Ownership of busses
Humber of vehicles used
•umber of trips
Total miles driven
Months busses operate
Hon-m&nagerlal
КишЪег of pupils trans-
ported
Condition of roads
Area of school district
Managerial
Cost of bus
Days operated
Number of stops
Age of bus
ion« managerial
•urber of pupils
Length of route
Mills
Type of road
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Dnit for stud? and prediction. Two of the «riter*
studies have been reviewed here took as the aalt
for e t lady 4nd prediction the count/, on« the district,
and five the bus route. Whiah la most useful? Three
criteria enter lato the selections the eese with which
ft formula «en be deterained; the en«» «1th whieb it
could be administered after formulations and the re-
lie Liiity of the formula derived. The county, as
the unit of study fer Imr York fitate Bust «atomtlo-
Ally be dropped since the county as such is not ел
integral part of the educational organisation of the
state. The choice !!•• between the district ana tba
bus route» Transportation costs for the districts
in New York State are readily available Hither frum
the State Départaient of Education or fro» the die-
trices tnesselvee. Moat of the items of ooat for the
ownership and operation of each separate baa are
e ¿ t ne г on record or шау be deterisineà fr -m existing
records. There иау be sj»e but au «»uteri«} advantage
of ease in preparing and adotiniaterinf a formula
on the district unit.
Proa toe point uf Tlaw of reliability, however,
tie» overwhelming advantage is with the smaller
divisi.m. consider oosipatable unit» im bota categories.
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Two rout*», eeah involving the transportation of 40
pupils, «ill require tbe same six« conveyance, ti'.«
saue housing spue«, the саше insurance charges, and
the sane wage charge; tbe only variation will be in
operation expenses due to length of route, nuaber of
•top«, type of road, etc. 1/ Two district«, however,
may involve tbe transportation of the sane number of
children but the characteristics of the units may
•aus« wide variation in all coat items. One district,
for exanple, »ay transport 200 pupils with four fif-
ty-passenger busses. Another district, because of
topography and the distribution of population, may re-
quire five or six busses of smaller capacity with a
m&toriel increase in ail trie items of coatí eost of
equipment, housing, insurance, vage», maintenanoe,
and opérâtin« eosta» In the saaller unit there ar«
fewer items of cost in which variation du« to the char-
acteristics of the «mit tafcea place, and the uni ta
within which eosts fluatuat« ara appreciably narrowed.
Ina вили er the unit, the greater is the possibility
¿/It is immediately obvious that variation does
occur in rent charges), insurance, driver's **g», and
even in the cost of conveyance. These variations,
however, are caused by extenúa factors, such as eco-
nooio conditions or ffi£.n£g«rifcl practice, and are not
due to the characteristics of the route. They do not
invalidate the argument here presented.
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of achieving reliability in the expression of a coet
formula and the greater the accuracy possible in its
adttlniatrati n.
The puoil tranaported a« » geaaure of transporta-
tien need. With one exception, mil of the reviewed
•tudiet admitted pupil« transported, more or lea« di-
luted, aa a deterainln¿ faetor in the ascertainment of
reaaonable cost*. Burn« and John« uaed pupil« trana-
ported in conjunction with denaity of population;
Roberts and Aal« used pupil« tran«ported and routa mile-
age; Moble uaad size of load aa on« of «ix determining
factors; ttutchin« *ade it one of the ten faetora on
which ha based eo«ta. Bolrarta aa/ii "The nuwber of
pupil« transported ha« a «ignifleant effect on the
eoat of pupil transportation and the Bioat aatiafaot»
ory Ъа«1« for aaaanring thia affact 1« the nuabar of
pupila tranaportad par bus per day.* 1/ On the other
band, Ivan« aay«i »The average coat per bus œila or
per pupil ia of little value in aetting up «tandarda
by which efficiency of tranaportation projects can
be deternined. The variation froa theae averagea ia
too great and dependa largely upon other faetora
i/Aoy W. Roberta. An Analygia of the Coat of
Pupil Transportation in IrtiBJlJ- p. 25.
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than efficiency.* 1/ ïhe present writer leant to the
latter petition. The number of children to be trans-
ported it « determinant in the total »eating capacity
necessary for transportation purpose« but in >o vary-
ing a manner and with such resulting variation in
coats that en attempt to neaaure the latter by the
former leada to frequent and in r .at. y cases wide error.
Denaity of population ha« been uaed In some atudiea in
an endeavor to control thia variation. But denalty of
population ia relatively a meaningless term without
Ita corollary distribution. Evans writeat
•Recent studies have been made showing that
the need for school tranaportation can be
estimated from the density of school popu-
lation. This method has been applied to two
counties in California with quite different
result»» In the first county the distribu-
tion of population ia fairly uniform and the
•stimmtet cheeked closely with the actual
tranaportation furnished. In the second county ,
which ia larger and contains much unimproved
land, the method waa found to have little ap-
plication." g/
The number of pupila to be transported determines total
sea tin« capacity needed} their distribution déterminée
the number and sise of the units to be employed. An
effect of distribution ia shown In Table V, which shows
I/Frank 0. Evans. Factors Affecting; the Cost of
School Irufls^urtati 'П la Cfciifyn4fc. p. ¿1.
.
¿/1Ш-, P. 33.
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the average «oit seating eaoacity of the bus fleots
Of ев New York State central rural districts in the
school year 198Э-40.
TABLE v
ATIBIOB- UNIT oKAIING CAPACITX
II 68 »»* ЮНЛ STATE CKMTRAL DISTRICTS, 1W9-40
Class Limits
(Capacity)
•umber of
District*
Number of
Bus s«s
Average Unit
Capacity
fcO~£9.9
50— 34 «9
56— So. 9
t
10
8в
16
78
£6.4
40—44.9
45—49.9
14
IS
170
95
83,0
»7.7
48.5
47. в
60— 60. 0
4
M
£8
58.7
Lo*
High
•MB
28.3
66.0
88,0
The aboте table was prepared by finolog the mean unit
seating capacity of each bus fleet arv «rerage these
means without weighting for the number of tmeses. ••
attempt was made to determine whether routes were
laid out IB such manner as to insure the most effec-
tive arid economical í ervice. Bus routes in Hew York
State are approved by the 3tat« Department of Educa-
tion and that they are laid out in a way to achieve
reasonable standards of effectiveness and economy
ean be assumed. What this table indicates, then, is
that topography and distribution of population,
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factors beyond the control of the diitrict, have placed
em the district« transportation probleae that тагу
widely In their characteristics an will тагу just as
widely in necee ary costs and in such nanner that to
fiad reasonable oosts la terms of pupils is impossible.
Another element which combines with population
distribution to destroy the value of the pupil as a
measure of transportation need, la the fatter of util-
isation. Bus utilization may be partly due to distri-
bution: that is, where route« are short busses may
•ake two or even three trips; «tore route« are long,
they can aake but one. But utilisation is also a re-
sult of oanage&ent. Many rural school« operate with a
stagger system, the high school seesion be?inning at
в о*clock ia the morning, the grade school session at
9. In the afternoon the granear school closes its pro-
gram at 8* the high school at 4 p.m. This make« it pos-
sible to get increased service fron the transportation
equipnent and appreciably lovers the cost ia term« of
the pupil transported« Table fl «hows the percentage
of seating capacity utilised in 68 central rural die-
tritt«, any appreciable excess over 100* usually in-
dicating that one or more busses make more than one
trip morning and night.
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tABLX fI
FLACC UTILIZATION U te CiflXML ^loTBICTB
II MEW YORK STATE, 1989-40
Class Llaits ¡umber of lumber of Percentage of
(Percentage) Districts Busses Seats utilised
•9f X3 M g
100-149 43 с If
150*199 в 49 174
БОО-£49 8 10
ggo-юв » 1
Low 74%
High 16**
MjEfrH 180ÍC
•'
It ean r«»<UJor be teen from th* above that »ever*! dl»-
tpicte do not get 100^ «•• of their equlpeent er«n
one« • day, one eohoolf la fact, getting only 74* tu«
of it» seating cnpaclty. Other lohoolr uie their
equipment regularly to run three tripe morning and night,
the place utiliiatlon In one dletrict being fiSlJÍ. Baa-
ing coat* on the pupil transported for euch widely
Tarylag altuation» la patently lapoeaible.
of the rerleiwd étudie« on tranaportatlon, in expretelng
a formula for determining reasonable coït«, used only
non-managerial factors, three admitting managerial
factors into its calculation« Johns «rites» "The
weighting tactor for costs should be based on some
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independent variable byroad the control of the сое-
munlty." ¿/ But Robert», «bo was aiacng those to adait
only those faciere beyond community control, found the
relationship between hi« chosen ПОП-ШАЛА« erial faetón
and cost to be very low, «hile the relationship between
the лапаг erial factors, cost of bus and drivers» wage,
was high (aee pa¿e 17). He »rittst »It la doubtless
évident that each factors of buainesc aan^geoent as
•oat (new) of the bus and occupation of the driver con-
tribute more to aaKins up the total eoat of transporta-
tion than does the nimbar of papila transported or the
route Blleage." g/ Krans said» «A much closer predi с-
tlon of cost can be nado by use of the bus aa the known
variable than from the uae of both mileage and load to-
gether." '¿/
Two reaaons suggest theeieelvee for including вапа-
garial factors into the calculation of a coat foranla.
1. The flrat of thea« la the preponderant part of
1/Boe Lyell Johns. State aqd ^flgftl Adgjnis trt-t .т
of Scool tA"
JE/Aoy •• Roberts. .
* » ^ **^» 9
0. Erans. Factor«
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total coste oharge&ble to those со it items Which are
ordinarily considered as varying largely through vari-
ation« la managerial practice« These t nclude* cost of
bus (depreciation), interest charge», rent, Insurance
mod drivers' vages. Bo« large a part they play In to-
tal cocts is »us; -ested by the following figure» taken
from the coat analysis of Chapter XV. In the seven t v-
four central ntral districts rtuöied, the average bus
«a« of 41 pupil cuoacity, its cost was $5,B9C.10, and
its annual mileage was 8,046 miles« The eost of oper-
ating this bue, determined by computation and average,
is as follows:
Dépréciation (100 of perchase price),.. $889«£1
Interest on unpaid balance (computed)., 48.88
Rent (average per bus of all site«).... 107,£4
Insurance (Minimum rate - Property
Damage, Bodily Injuiy, and Drivers1
Compensation) 85.48
Wages (Average of all districts)....... §75.00
Operating costs (Average seat-mile
Cost, .00114» X 41 X 8045) »78.9Э
. , Total annual cost .. 11584.77
The first five items of eost (those considered most
responsive to foanagerial practice) comprise 76JÍ of the
totalj And even operating eosts vary because of man*
agerial policy in the purchase of supplies and in the
manner of having repairs made«
£. The second reason for the inclusion of man-
agerial factors in eost computation is the part played
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by management la the improvement of transportation
service. They hare been generally excluded OB the
ground that nanageraent is responsible for extravagance
and inefficiency «here they exist* It aust be remwa-
bered that menageasent is also originally responsible
for aost of the improved standards of equipment, of
driver personnel and of general quality of transporta-
tion. Improvements originate in a single or la scat-
tered districts; are copied) thon become general. The
average practice of today becomes the minimum prac-
tie* of tomorrow. Any cost formula that ignores the
management factor tends to freexe transoortatloft ->r«c~
ticee at their present level.
Total costs vs cost iteiaa. Seven writers reviewed
in the earlier part of thi« chapter selected certain of
the factors underlying the costs of transportation and
related or attempted to relate then to the total oost
of transportation in tho educational unit Involved,
the West Virginia Study alone being directed toward an
estimation of part costs. Anis wrote* "The reasons
for using a total cost prediotlon are twofoldi first,
the interest of the rural «entrai principáis and of
the officials of the State Department of Education,
free the standpoint of cost, is total eost} second.
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the variations of the various element* golac into соеt
are so great a* to «axe further analysis and predic-
tion of doubtful relue." ¿/ Iran* complained that,
«hile яапу factor* enter into the determination of to*
tbl cost, the task of •iofling out the effect of each
in almost impossible (tee page 18)* It teems to this
writer that Amis1 difficulty with the variation in the
elements of cost and that of Brans in measuring the ef-
fect of underlying factors on total costs are related*
It can be illustrated by any of the sereral Adirondack
districts of lew fork State «here the tendency is to-
ward long routes orer hilly and frequently poor grade
roads, which tend to lacrease variable costs« At the
same tine, the Adirondack section is in general a low
cost area with low «age and housing costs. To shov
the net effeot of these conflicting tendencies on to-
tal costs does pose a problem difficult of solution«
The feet is that underlying cost factors do not attach
to total costs directly but through the cost items» and
the solution lies in the division of total cost into
its elements and the attachment of each factor to the
I/Otis C. Amis» An Analysis of Certain
A f if ec tfl.M frhm _ Cos t of ft riST |0n In the vqqtraj
Itur*! T^nool Lets of До« lork State« o« 180«
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coet itou or item« it directly affecte. The classifi-
cation of costs used toy the New York State Department
of Education is adequate;
Fixée costsj
Capital costs (cost of ecuipsent)
Interest
i*
Insurance
Operating coats:
la^e* of drivers
Oaa
Oil
Tires, chain« and accessories
Repairs
Maintenance
The factor* underlying costs hare been variously lifted*
The following is a fairly eoeprehensive lift of the
factors debit with by other writers oa this subject,
only those being omitted that seemed a restatement of
some already on the list or which were cost items
rather than factor». Economic conditions and quality
of transportation service have been added.
Pupil Гаеtor«t
Kurnb .r of pupils transported
Pupil-ailes
Pnpils per vehicle
Density of pupil population
•ise of pupil
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fehlcle factors!
Capacity of veлIcie
Ownership of róblele
•afce of vehicle
Age of vehicle
Per ce it of forward facing seat«
Distance and road faetón i
Length of rout«
Vuaoer of day» operated
Typ« of road
Topograph/
•«•bor of stop«
Amount of snowfall
Total bus allot
Other factors:
Ago of drivers
Occupation of drivers
Economic conditions
Quality of service
sis f.nd criticise of tj}| fao*-^ys. ujad§rlylBg cos_t«
Боие of the liatod factor« aro not eonsta&t or
consistent in their effect on cost. This can bo aaid
of the whole group of pupil factors. Distribution of
population and bus utilisation destroy the reliability
of the pupil as a measure of need (see page 90)* Of the
pupil group, average load comea closest to measuring
need but it fails to meet one situation соавюп in low York
•tato. Busses are frequently tolled upon to operate
over two routes (or the same route twice) with a full
load on one tris and a partial load on the other* Tfce
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41
fit« Of the vehicle il determined by the foil lead. The
cost of operating it over • secón route cannot adequate-
lybe measured by th? partial load then carrléd. A »ore
reliable aeasure is needed.
.-
Soae of the faetón naaed do not apply to conditions
existing In lev lor* • ta te i
Perce ,t^./..'c cf .Гог*'"Г.^ -'"{¿С'* i¡Áf. т cata« The standards
for bus purchase set up by the State Depart»ent of Fdu-
eation rect-ire that busses have only forward-faolnt
seats. Tb« lav was not retroactive, but тегу few busses
containing crosswise facing seats regain. In the 51
districts (operating 5Я2 busses) that rave Information
Oft directional seating, only OB« Ina was found with eeata
feeing orottwli«.
JLga of driver ж The age of the driver is a factor
where student driwrs are used aad a «iff«reno« in wage
can be attributed to the a^e difference« In lew Yor"<
•täte, on у adult drivers may be e-noloyed and no w&ge
diff«r«ntisl because of ag« is found«
Qccuo&tion cf driver. This tr-ein is properly a
factor where drivers iaelude pupils, teachers and
patrons and wag« dlffereneea between the three groups
are distinguishable* In Hew York State, however, t ere
are no pupil drivers; and the policy has been against
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the «р1оушвп* of teachers as drivers. In the
tríete studied ao regular teacher drivers were
In cal y one district ver« teachers used as
drivera«
Total bus tail es. The Kew York State Départaient of
Education interpreta publie school transportation to
mean the conveying of pupils to school for attendance
at * regular session and their return («et definition,
рас« 7)« Total annual mileage is useless am a factor
determining costs at any place where transportation is
so limited toy definition« Much of the total mileage
of any school tos fleet la aade up of extra-route
mileage, either the transportation of pupils on ath-
letic trios, Hold trips, etc., or too transportation
of patrons for school activitlee. Thirty-nine of tho
aoboola .art!ci^ating in this study reported a total
of 63,£31 ailes, 8.32 of all mileage, driven in extra-
route transportation of pupila» an arerage of 1,494
each. The transportation of p&trons ras Iюt so com-
mon, tvolve schools reporting « total of 8,2J5 ailes
. . • •
driren for this purpose. Edward A* Doolan, in л
study of extra-route transportation in Аеж Torfc
ßtite, reported a non-routino utee of school busses
which is vnmaarifted *a foliowas
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TABLE til ¿/
EXIKA-ROÜTÄ ОвЖ Of 8CJBOOL BUftSEf
II 78 MEt XORK CENTRAL BCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1941
lumber of lueber of
Purpose of Trip Schools Reporting Trips Reported
Por transporting pupilsi
4*1 exu. w n p •
Д 4>W1 <kf>{ M fcl"í Лв Vß
гй
Evening trip« to school 49 UO
Miscellaneous trips 51
Por transporting patron.»
Athletic trips U
Evening affairs £7 16E
Рагш е Ноше Week 7 7
Organisational £ S
Miscellaneous trips S I
5
Miscellaneous trips S IS
In writing of the desirability of extra-route bus use,
Doolan saysi
"Since the factor of distance is of so much great-
er importance in the activities of the rural
schools than In similar activities in city schools,
the transportation systems of the rural schools,
although provided primarily for regular route use.
are instrumental, even essential, in the execution
of such programs. If the vie« is held that the
pupils in these schools are entitled to the same
I/Edward A« Doolan. A Study of Поп-Routine uses of
§ihgo¿ Busses in Hew lork atat^ Central Rural oohools.
aster's 7nesis7 Cornel Waiversity. 1941 "
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opportunities for self -expression through the»*
activities requiring transportation for their
satisffcctory functioning, then the use of school
busse» for such purposes omet beooee en accept-
ed end necessary part of euch a program."
The growing concept of the cooroinlty school, « school
serving the need« of the adult coonunity, ae «ell as
its pupil population, * tenter of cooaunity interest
and activity, suggests the possible need for extended
transportation service* Doolan says of the trans-
portation of adultes "If the district can maintain s
high level of educational service for its children
and still provide those services uni eh will tend to
bring about coamunitj integration and welfare« then
these services are equitable and desirable." §/
Much extra* route use of school busses is admit-
tedly contributory to essential school activities;
more is desirable« lerertheless, it seemed wiser, in
an attempt to develop a transportation formula to ad-
here to the state definition of transportation, while
admitting its inadequacy.
It is highly doubtful whether two of the factors
listed on page 56 have a proper place in formula for
the determination of reasonable sdnlaue cost.
I/Ibid.-* P« M.
P« ei.
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QwnershJj of bus. Moble and Robert» found that
»ciwjl-owned And operated bus service was mort» ec~-
nottioel tüaa ountv^et service. School authorities
generally eleia .Tor »cbooi-owned transport« t ion an ad-
vantage in flexibility and adaptabiiit,. To grant ад
increaeat because of tut iacrenaed oait of oontraet
servio« vouid »eea to eubsiui** an undesirable prao-
tie««
Muice of bua. 1% 1л doubtfui» «lM»y if a cost
differential in tema of ааке of bus vhouid be recog-
nized. IT one sluice givea superior performance because
of MOhaniotu. ad vantage», the diffet«jntial»houi<l be
« i
made in tena» of those advantages rat be r tifian in terms
of a e*A.«-mme.
Thi» ieave», of the faetor» li»ted on page 40,
the followingi
•
Capacity of vehicle
Age of vehicle
Length of route
Number of day» opertted
Type of road
Topography
Nuaber uf »top»
Amount of snowfall
¿conomic ooadition»
Quality of service
Of these, two will be exe iuded fron furtíier «oaeidera-
tir. n aa being without »uf fio lent influenoe in the
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determination of coate to «arrant their inclusion in-
to a coat formula.
Age of bus. Amis found that managerial practice,
in lev York, nullified any increase in cost that might
be attributed to the age of the conveyance.
•The bus Cv/et „er day decreased from 910.13 to
№•07 as the ace of busses increased fro« one
to 9 years* Bus-mile, pupil per day and pupil-
Bile costs tended to increase, as the age of
the bus increased. The reason for these in-
creased bus-mile and per-pupil costs is not
attributable, however, to the increased ages
of the busses since it eau be seen that the
per bus per oay cost rail with increasing age.
I h« explanation lies in the faet that the
older busses travel fewer bus miles annually
and tend generally to haul fever pupils than
never busses* There is evidence from th«s«
data of *• general managerial practice of
assigning busses to shorter routes and light-
er pupil loads as the> increase in age." ¿J
lone of the reviewed writers on trans-
portation costs found any measurable relationship be-
tween costs and topography. 11 th regard to this factor
Amis wrote t
"In an attempt to determine the effect of high-
way grades upon cost, the fttate Highway En-
gineering Department was consulted and also the
Department of Automotive Engineering, Cornell
University. It was found to be the opinion of
engineers in these departments that for auto-
motive vehicles traveling a 'closed route,' that
is a complete circuit in which the upgrade
equals the downgrade, there would be no added
1/Ctis C. Amis* An Anal
Affecting the Cost of transportation in the Central
Rural School Districts of Hew York State, p. 1ЛУ
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coat du« to erad«, provided the «rade doee
not exceed the automotive teblilty of the
vehicle to perform аггмПу and the vehicle
load ia not exceaaive."
cost f&ctc.rs ana »t
The rt«a • ning «oat fictera bave ell been found by
other atudenta to af feet aoata, ana ahould be further
er*.;yreJ to determine which of the coat i t ее a thay
•onaiatontly lafiuene«« It ha a already been pointed
out that aove of the difficulty experienced by other
vrltera is due to the effort to attaeh faotora di-
raotly to total с -.-ta . Frequently they conflict, and
to find a n«t effect on total cost» ia impossible.
The fmatora do, however, directly and consistently
afreet est Item*. An analysis of the i'bct.-ra, indl-
•attnf wnleh of the eoat i tema Hated on page 59
they afreet, followtt
Capacity of bua. Carrying capacity of bua ahova
a /ositive relationahlp to ooat of bua, and through
•oat to inter eat charge, to inaurane« (partly depend-
ent on capacity) and to the costa of gaa, oil, tires,
chaina and acoeaaorie», repftira and -да i atería nee.
There *аа r^und,in t hie atudyf no relationahlp betvoon
size of conveyance and driver* a «ages, nor between
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sise of bus and housing cost*.
bc'.tgtb of route« шив be г of days ot^erttted« type oí
road. number of stops, amount of snowfall. There 1ft
ft relationship between all of theae route factors ftnd
the cost of jas, oil, ti^-.-íí, chaina and aecessorlea,
repairs «nd maintenance, but no relationship between
the« and cost of vehicle, Interest charge«, insurance,
rent or wages of drivers.
Economic oundltlona. XeonoKio eondltiona, or tha
factor of rarjlng eoat lávala In different areas with-
in tba atata, affects drivers' wafaaf housing costs,
insurance, and probably repairs P. л ó caintenance charges.
It has no affaet on aoat of ver.icie, Interest, or tha
eost of gaa, oil and aeeassorlaa.
Cuality of serrioe. Quality of farrlaa la an
over-ail factor and affects all the itens of coat) pur-
chasing costa and Intaraat through tha aalaetlon of
improved equipment; drivers* wages bacauaa of the em-
ployment of highly qualified peraonnal; gas, oil, at«.
through tha provision of auperlor aarvica.
Classification of costs in terms of the factors
by which they 8 re e ¿Тес ted. Examination of the eoat
Itama listad and the cost factors att&chad to each,
shows that they readily fall Into three group*
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as follows»
A. Capital costai
Depreciation — the purchase price amortiaed
over the expected life of the bus.
Interest — the Interest on unpaid balance of
purchase price amortiaed in the вам way.
These costs are directly affected by capacity of
bus. Insurance is also partially dependent on
capacity of conveyance.
B. Contract oostat
ЪТф • H~-
Insurance
Rent
•
Drivers' vages
These costs are affected by the factor of varying
воеt levels in different areas within the state.
Ç. Variable costsi
Oas
-
Я Я
Oil
Tires, chains and accessories
«.Р.1Г.
Maintenance
Variable costs are directly affected by capacity
of bus, length of route, type of road, number of
•topa, amount of snowfall and number of days
operated.
»••j«**e e
a»4
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The act hod to so followed ia the develooneut of
t forqnila for determining reasonable cost. The diffi-
culty Involved in tho ascertainment of total с *t in
term» of underlying faetors has been pointed oat, as
has the relationship between «bo faotora and cost Itetaa.
The writer has also indicated hi a belief that tho tr.ost
accurate measure of need can be made In the »aalleit
operating unit — tho btu route. Theao eoaaepta tug-
feat tho proooduro to bo followed in detorminlaf reas-
onable ooat« that la, by tho asoortaioaont of reasonable
itoma of ooat In terme of affooting Гасtore,
1. Reasonable capital costal deprecia Mon &nd in-
terest on unpaid balance In tors« of tho average prioo
paid for bue»ее in each of aoloetod eatoforlos of
capacity. An adjuatnout can bo made to thla Item for
tho difroronoo la Inauranoe ooata duo to capacity.
2. Reasonable contract coetat inaaraneo, rout and
wagoa in torna of average ooata in basic lov coat areaa,
with adjustment for tho higher eoat aroaa mad« through
tho eonetruetIon of a oounty index.
3. teaeonable variable coata: gas, oil« tiroa,
chaina and aceoaaorioa, ropalra and maintenance in torna
of per-nlle eoata for buaaea in each size category and
under varying conditions of road, atopa and snowfall«
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Д. A «tucty of the quality of transportation and
its relation to est, with adjustment to tb* cost
formula If the study indicate* it«
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CHAPTER III
SOURCES A3L LIMITATIONS OF
AID вШТаОЭв OP PROCEDURE
The levIs Ing of a transportation cost formula
means the establishment of a norœ or norme against
which particulier practices can be measured. Such a
norm Blight be expressed as a total cost figure. The
conflicting elements hidden »Ithin a total «out figure
and the possible wide deviation fro« the actual monetary
re-vulrer.f? .ts of any giren transportation problem hart
been indicated in the preceding chapter» What promises
greater accuracy and greater elasticity it the estab-
lishment Of a norm for e&ch of the separate items of
cost that matee up the total cost figure« lith some ex-
ceptions, described in detail later« these ñoras will
be built on average practice* The Imperfection of aver-
age practice« under ordinär/ circumstances« as a norm
il recognised« Zt may not be good practice nor ade-
quate* But in lev Xorfc State, where state mini¿un stand-
ards4 are high, and «here the purchase of each bus and
the laying out of each route is subject to the approval
of the State Department of Iduoation, it eaa be pre-
sumed to be a reasonably effectual measure of adequate
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s enrice, ïstablishisent of norrcs based on average prac-
tice entails a close study of transportât! : costs
and operating conditions In a sufficient nucber of
districts to establish the necessary averages and to
analyse the existing relationships« The purposes of
this chapter are to indicate the eouroes of ell inform-
ation used in the prosecution of the study» to point out
inadequacies and imperfections where they exist» an:: to
outline the uses to which the information vas put«
The rapid extension of central!»at on, the growth
of transportation as an essential pert of the central
school program, and the conspicuous Inequalities In the
burden for support of the transport«tiom program, hare
made manifest to school executivea and to officiels of
the State Department of Education the need for a thor-
ough examination of coats end the conditions underlying
costs. The latter« particularly alive to the situation»
welcomed an investigation and gave much help and val-
uable suggestions for its prosecution« Those sugges-
tions had primarily to do with (a) the selection of dis-
tricts having the requisite characteristics for inclu-
sion into the study, (b) the Incorporation lato the
stud/ of route and district factors which their exper-
enoe iadloated to be of particular significance in
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York 8t«b», ana (e) the treatment of capital
costs.
criteria wer« set up for the désignation of districts
for inclusion in a cost study»
1, They oust be sufficient In mmber for the calcu-
lation of reasonably accurate averages and tauet be lo-
cated spatially in such fashion that they Include in
their number district« representative of all rarlatíon*
in e oo notai с condition» topography, and depth of snow-
fa::.
•• Only those districts were selected whose trans-
portation systems were wel?«. established.
8« Districts were chosen rith a view to getting a
«lue variation In s ize. Size in this instance «ft*
measured in toras of fleet sis«» it being felt that any
variation in costs, not due to route factors, would be
due to the mor« effective management possible with
larger fleets«
4. Because tt was decided not to adalt Into the
formula a differential due to bus ownership, only thoM
districts which owned and operated their own fleets
were ohosesw
S* District , to be cbosen, wit палг« filed with
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th« 8t«t« Department of Education a full report of their
ocßts and expenditure« for the year 1&S9-40.
Source» pf data relating to bue^qq §n¿ cos/ft« Of-
ficials of the Stete Department of Education, inter-
' ' i •.
ested la transportation, generously placed their record»
at the writer1» disposal. From their permanent file«,
!*- •-"• •-
80 district! with district owned and operated busses
and meeting all of the requirements of the first four
o' -
criteria «ere chosen« Of these, six wer« later found to
г
hare filed incomplete cost records for the school year
\\
13JSi»-4Q and were dropped fro» the liai« The remaining
ч. "" .
l^ajf operating 495 busses, were deemed sufficient for
all ptcrpoees« Figure 1 shows the location of these 74
districts on which full cost data were available. From
the permanent files of th« Department of Education the
following informational Items were obtained!
Bus number ¿/
Hake of chassis
Hake of body
Tear of purchase
Capacity
Purchase price
Driver's wage (the 1089-40 contract wage of each
individual driver)
Actual expenditures for operation In each of the
74 districts for the 1989-40 fiscal year was determined
I/Bus number was *f great help fcr identification
purposes when the investigation was transferred to the
diaticte.
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from the itemised report which accompanies and It a
part of the Ap licatioa for Transportation Quota, filed
at the close of the fiscal year «1th the State Depart-
ment of Education, fro« this report the following Item«
pertaining to district owned transportation, were Avail-
able!
Liability and property damage insurance paid by
the dlatriet
Amount paid for gas And oil
Cost of repairs on district owned vehicles
Cost ef maintenance of district owned vehlelet
Cott of tires, chains and other accessories
Meat pAid for district owned bus s tor Age
Cost of maintenance of district owned garage
Interest oayments on notes for district owned
vehicles
Kaergeney transportation costs
I early mileage for eaeh bus
Gallone of ^as used by each bus
Quarts of oil used by each bus
Average eost of fas per gallon
Average cost of oil per quart
of post; da-fra. Some difficulty was en-
countered, in the use of eost uta, either because of
the method of accounting or because of the manner of re-
porting costs» One characteristic of the accounting
system of schools in Mew York State, which was found to
be an Impediment in the analysis of bus costs, Is that
it deals exclusively with expenditures and, where costs
and expenditures differ, the former had to be sought
out by computation, sometimes on an arbitrary basis»
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Depreciation. Depreciation is not dealt with at
«11 as a eost item in school report*. The eost of each
bue 10 recorded and the payment on purehas« prie« are
annually recorded м «л expenditure» Payment» and de-
preciation do not coincide« The schools of Hew York
State are not encouraged to carry cash balancee nor to
estahliah fundí. Hott capital purchases, therefore,
are made with borrowed money* It hat been the policy
of the State Department to advise, and the districts
generally to make, purchase» of transportation equip-
•ent on a five year payaient plan« Thus all capital
payments tail« place within the first fire years of the
lit« of the but. dépréciation is th« purchase prie«
amortized over the fall life of th« bus« What the life
•f « school bus is, and hence what the annual rat« of
de >reolation should i»e, ha« been variously estimat-
ed froa 4 to fit) years. Most studies on transportation
have suggested 8 years as a reasonable life expect-
ancy. It was the opinion of th« State Department of-
fioials consulted on this point, an opinion in which
th« writer concurs, th&t Э years Is too shart a period
la which to get the maximum «ffeetive use of a bus«
There have been rapid improvements In bus building
twhnlGuee since cany of the previous studios were
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mad«, with a corresponding IncTraae in life expectancy.
Then, too» school ton*««* receive relatively lifht use«
Moat nanufacturers g IT«, as a reasonable us* expect-
ancy, 160,000 aile*. For ttie buases included in this
study, the average annual mileage vas 8,046 ailes*
It would «eat that bussea do not wear out; they *re
outmoded« It seeas reasonable to set a life expect-
ancy of At leust la years, and * depreciation rate
of 10*.
Intereat. Interest expenditures, like capital
expenditures on transportation ecjuipaer.t, «re usually
limited to tue first five years of a bus' life« The
logice! approach to interest cost teens, not through
the expenditure iten, but through the purchase priée
and purchasing practices, involving the coa/uteticn
of total interest charges froa ertrage purchase priée
and the allotment of an «quel share to each of the
estimated lo years of bus life,
fLtB&. Data for the confutation of rent costs veré
most scant« Capital enditares for school owned
housing is reportai oaly through the general capital
expenditure account* Za many cases the garage is at-
tached to and is a part of the main school building
and accurate cost iapossible of determination«
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Garage heat and light are submerged in the general beat
and light expenditure«* Hottfing expenditures were re-
corded in every ease where outside storage space is
rented« It »a* fro« this information that * rent c^st,
adjusted for economic area, vas computed.
Insurance. The expenditure for liability and bod-
ily injury insurance is retorde« for oaeh district but
not for eaeh bus» This «as not felt to be a handicap
•t the most effective approach to insurance costs
seemed to be through a study of the state ai ni an» re-
quirements for coverage and the cost of such coverage
by direct appeal to insurance manuals« Insurance
costs тягу under two influences, the sice of the bus
and the location of the district» The willing eo-
operetiott of local agents of the Massachusetts Mutual
and the Far« Bureau Mutual Insurance Companies made
it possible to obtaimi
The minimum coverage requirec by the state
for public conveyances.
The eost of the required coverage in eaeh of
the 45 insurance rones of the state.
The deduction possible through fleet insurance»
The coat of driver1* compensation in eaeh of
the 4: sones.
With this information it va* possible to construct m
eost table shoving the cost of insurance for average
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sice busces in ««eh county and to offer • eorreetioa
figuro for var étions la sir« of us.
Operating cesta« A euch acre serious obstacle to
accurate i terpretetie* Of CO its »as the fact that the
operating costs, tires, chains and «accessories, re-
pairs and maintenance, were reported for each bus fleet
feat not for each bue* Calculation of a cost formula
based on the but and route requires so&e method of da»
termining a reasonable cost of theme itea» for each
bus. fkejr тагу nadar the priaarjr influence of t«»
factor», «ixe of búa ала length of route. Zt was da»
elded, after aoae thought and after »eeklng adrice,txD
allocate fleet cost tc the bucees en the basis of the
seat-»ile. Much time va« vas ted. In this procedure«
It «aa painfully obrioue, after the worV. «as done and
farther analysis was atteepted, that allotment of
costs by this method completely destroyed all evi-
dence of the offeet on cost of the route factors, type
ef road and nuaber of «topa« Z» a revision of pro-
cedure, all of the variable costs, gas, oil, tirée,
chain« and accessories, repaire and maintenance, were
dealt with à* a district basis, all toe routes com-
bined, and a final seat-mile cost cf these iteias de-
termined for each district*
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Questionnaire to the digtricta. T«o of the cost
i tens reported in the Application for Transportation
Quota needed further explanation and interpretation«
Reut}» The rent reported Tailed from $85 to
$1,200. Xa sofee cases It seemed obvious that the ex-
penditure «as being m&de for housing lee« than the
«hole fleet« but for ho« aueh or ho« little coul ¡ not
be determined except by direct appeal to the districts.
Wages. In 359 of the districts, a constant «age rate
for drivers «as rep orted; la the other £5* hoverer,
there veré vage differentials «ithin the district. Zt
«as felt necessary to get an understanding of these dif-
ferentials and the reason for their existence.
To get this supplementary cost information and to
get a knowledge ef eertala district and route factors
that Influence the cost of transportation, a ques-
tionnaire «as prepared and nailed to the principal of
веса of the 74 districts for «bien cost data had been
gathered. Within three weeks ?5 replies had been
eelved. A short letter «as then sent to these «ho
had not been heard from and further returns «ere
с el ved to bring the total to 64, a return of COSE.
This «a« felt to be sufficient for continuance of
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the study« i/ * eosy of the questionnaire and the
two letter! written to the principals are Include* in
the Appendix Of this study for examination by the
reader *t his ¿esire. Xt will be noted that Inforaa-
tioa was requeeted for the 1959-40 school year, the
year for which cost data bad been fathered«
The data sought was of three kindsi
Supplementary coat data« (l) Interpretation of
the rent expenditure itea, as reported in the appll*
cation for Transportation Quota was asked, (f) An
explanation was sought for the differentials in
¿rivers' wages whore they existed. This Information
was needed in the ease of fewer than half of the dis-
tricts. It was not included as a part of the mimeo-
graphed fora but was appended in long hand in those
eases where differentials existed» with the exaet
amounts inrolred giren to avoid obscurity in the nean-
inf of the question«
District and route data« Certain factors were
listed in Chapter IX as probably effecting the eost of
i/The lack of reply on the part of 11 districts
destroyed the relue of eost data collected only in
the category of rariable eosts (those affected by
route conditions) Data on all 74 districts were
used in computing reasonable purchasing and con-
tract costs»
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«4
transportation« Information regarding these had to
be obtained direct fron the districts. In addition It
«as felt that certain district« factors night have a
relation to expenditures for transportation. Informa-
tion on the»« factors vas sought also«
t fctors»
Real value Of dis t r let (1999*40)
Тел rate on real vain* ( 1989*40)
Total expenditure for transportation (1989*40)
Funds received from the state for transporta-
tion (19SÚ-40)
Rente fae toral
Bus capacity
lumber of trie*
Average daily load
lumber of steps
Dally route mileage
Class A read
Cías« B road
dans С road
Total daily route mlleag e
Tvoe of road. A classification of roade to determine
operating eost has been ,r.ade in a number of school cost
studies and by automotive companies, the lest Virginia
Study (see page £3) uses three classifications; hard
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surface, gravel, and dirt« The Dodge Division of
Chrysler Corporation la a handbook •fitting the True*
to the Job," ¿i ves fire classifications;
Best pi-ved sur facet i concrete, asphalt, brick,
wtod-bloek
Partly worn pavement
Beet type of gravel uaed In trunk linea
CrULuaiy f ravel found on secondary road*
Barth roads
• •
Any classification has to be rr.ade vtth. consideration to
the characteristic* of the territory Involved. Aft«?
consultation «1th Mr« Benjacin R« li: : зг, State Super-
visor of Pupil Traneportaticn, and with a thought to the
type of raade found in New York State rural district*»
it «ал decided to use three classification! aa follow* i
1* Claaa A roads t concrete and .r.ac&dam roe's in
good repair»
£• Claes B roadal breiten macadam and good gravel
roada.
•.
3. Class С roads: gravel roads in bad condition
and dirt roads.
of a road in¿f'i« Hone of the
studies describe la detail the use nade of road classi-
fication in determining costa* It aeeaed best» to the
I/Charles W, Kynoch. Fitting the Truck to the
Job. Га40 edition« Dodge Division of the Chrysler Cor-
poration«
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writer, to approach thia problem through the construc-
tion of a road index. Xt has already bo«& pointed out
on page 61 that« because of the nanner in which costs
are reported, that it «as necessary to deal with variable
cost» using tho district unit» The total daily route
mileage of the busses in each district was coab'ned to
give total district mileage over eaeh typo of road«
Then to obriato any orror that might oroop In because
Of tho wide variance In total mileage, the ciae« totals
vore converted to percentages, Mext, it vas necessary
to lire m code value to oooh typo of road* Tho 1940
Handbook of the Dodge Division of the Chrysler Corpor-
ation 1/ fivof a table of rolling pitta air résistance
oa different typo« of roads as indicated im Tablo vin.
(page 67)
In construction of a code or index, these numbers
een bo simplified, it being necessary only to maintain
a proper relationship. Cíese A road, AS defined in
thia study, corresponds to the first cLassifloatlom in
tho following table; class В road seems a fair aver-
age of the second and third; class С road an average
of the fourth ana fifth« At £5 MPH, the resistance re«
latlonships are 14 t 80$ I 80. For convenience in
p«
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coding, the terminal value» wore ta -en at 0 for class A
road and 1 for class С гоаа; «4 the* renre.'.ents the
ХАШ1 VIII
REPRESENTATIVE VALUES OF ROLLING PLUS
AIR R&SISTAHCB FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF
AIQflWAT SURFACE II P0U*fi0 P&R
TflOUSAuD POUNDS OF GFGfc. VKHICLE WEIGHT
Р1ХОШАТ1С TIRB8
tolling plus air resistance in
pounds per thousand pounds of
gross vehicle —«-K*
Type of road surface 1C »Pfl 88 МРИ SB MPH
Seat paved surface:
conorete, a*fkalt,brie*.,
18 14 13
Partly worn parementi
That le, in fair average
condition, average of all 1Б 16 SI
Yearly average for best
gravel of type used in
trunk line« £0 23 sa
Yearly average for ordin-
ary gravel found in
secondary roads and pri-
mary «ystesi earth roads 86 86
Yearly average for well
maintained county sys-
tem earth road« SO
Talue of class В road with almost exact accuracy. It
va* possible to construct a road index for each district
by multiplying the pereentage of mileage travelled on
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each typ« of road by the code value given to each type
of roed and totaling the resulting index values. The
calculation of an index for an actual district le given
ay* £:. r*»í<Kl ift tij X
her« to demonstrate the method,
Calculation of District Road Index
Class A Clase В Class С District
_ Boad Head load Index
1. Route aileage 118 tío 46
ft* Percentage
mileage ?1 ьв 12
8. Code value
(type of road) 0 ,4 1
4. Index value 0 £8
*
Distrlot indexes e&n vary from 0, «hen all nileage is
»a el&as A road, to 100 «here all mile*.ge is on class
С road«
of stops, as reported in
' • • *i î ••
the questionnaire, also needed adjustment for
.Ъ ЪГЪ(£+
tiona in total mileage« This vas done by dividing nua-
ber of stops by route mileage, giving stops per mile
if
PQQgffili faovfall ha« not been proved a factor
in the eost of transportation. Amis, in a study of
lew York State central schools, said)
-*, 4"
••hile meaa annual snowfall per se le not a
factor affecting eost, it is a factor affect-
ing the nuaber of pupils to be hauled ser
per day and the nuaber of miles to be
traveled per bus annually. As such it must
be reckoned with from the adnintstrative
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point of view in lotting up a school trans-
portation program." X/
IM
The relationship» aentioned IB the foregoing statoment
are expressed in the following table»
*^*
XABLS IX
ВГУВСТ OF MIA! AVJOAL fiMOlf ALL UPO* AVDUQK PUPILO
HAULED PER BOB PER DAY AID AVIRAQI AIHOAL MILU
ÎBAVELLID PÍA Bütí
lean Annual Average
Snowfall in lumber Average Pupils Annual
Inehes of Busses Hauled Daily Bus Ulles
£0»
89"
4
180
•и
•
•
40»
-
69"
71
вв
6790
во«
•
79"
88
66
ввез
80" - 99" 81 46
Over 100" 18 87
""
Whether there Is a true causal relationship be-
lt <***
tween snowfall and average pupils hauled per bus per
day and annual miles travelled per bus, or whether it
Is simply coincident with characteristics of topography
and population density and distribution that closely
parallel snowfall conditions, and which are the causal
factors, would have to be studied, levertheless, aver-
age snowfall varies to such extremes in Bew Tork. State,
... _ .
J/Otis C. Amis*
Tectinf the Cost of Тгдаяоог1
|w York State. p4 172.
Е/1Ш-» ?• 17£.
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то
fro* 19 inch« at one we&ther itation oa Loaf Island to
180 at another in the Adirondack region, that it vat
felt to bt fttito possibly t factor in affeetlug costs.
Records of annual snowfall «or« kept by the United
State DeTfcrtraent of Agriculture Weather Bureau until
1980 and fro» 1980 to the present by the united States
Departeent of Coaaarte« From the report! of these two
agencies, it «a« possible to get the arerage animal
eno»fall la 17» weather stations in Be» York ßtate, an
urerago for periods тагуias from 8 to 6£ years depend-
ent of the year in which the station was established«
The Tariatioa «as froa IB to 138 inches, with an атет-
ûge of ев« These stations were located on a nap of the
•tat« and» with the averages sketched in, the ¿nap w&.s
studied for possibilities of coning« After classifying
and reciassifying the stations la Tarious ways, it was
found that by combining the stations into three groups,
with froa IB to 54 inches, from 84.1 to 95, ani froa
.T.I to 188 inches of snowfall, snowfall areas were ob-
aerv&ble. It *cuid be helpful if, la such roning, es*
t&blished political lines could be folio»ed. It we«
intended at first to follow county lines. This proved
impossible because in a number of counties la the
Hudson, ana St. Lawrence valley», and Southern Tier,
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wide variations were found within th« count!e§ themselves.
The difficulty was отегооше Toy following town lines where
the county line failed to «erre« Figure II show« the
state coned for snowfall, with the districts to be stud-
ied lotated la their respective divisions. It was ex-
. pected that if snowfall did have an effect on costs it
would be observable by a comparison of variable costs
in the schools classified by sones«
There are wide variations in eco-
nomic conditions within lew lurk State, from the high
reas adjacent to New Xork City to the poor fare
areas of the western adirondacics and some parts of cen-
tral Hew York, with a probable effect on the contract
cost of transportation* wages and rent. It was in-
vf
tended, in this stuciy, to set up a county index reflect-
ing varying cost levels, to find any existing relation-
ships between this index ana wages for school bus drivers
and housing costs for school busses, and out of these
relationships to determine reasonable costs for wages
\
and rent. Three sources are available fron which a
county index night be constructed!
1* The hourly wage rate in each county for truck
drivers in public works construction as established by
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the State Industrial Commissioner. The 1940 vage seule
wat obtained from the offio« of the Industrial Commis-
sion at Albany, the hourly rate being found to тахт
from t.55 to I.ЭТе.
The Work» Progress Administration has set up a
schedule of monthly earnings for labor in Пте classes
and recognising four levels of économie condition.
IABL1 X
I F А 8СЯШЛЛ OF JtOJUHLY 2А2Ш1Я08
Ю СОияПЕБ AID AKSAft Ц ШГ TOIL: «ТАТЕ
BASED 01 POPOLAXIOB
Classification of Economic Area
Classes of
Labor
I
IX
III
IT
Unskilled В
unskilled A
Intermediate
Skilled
Profession & Technical
58.
80
49. £0
52.80
68.40
80.40
44.40
49. SO
57. во
72.20
74.40
40.80
44.40
of.80
67.20
67.20
57.
eo
66.
87.
31.
40
eo
20
31.80
Arerag e - all
classes
71.
6*
•t*«
59.76
64,48
This inforaation va« reoelred from the • P A offices at
Ithaca with a list of all Me« Yorfc counties and their
classification for cost lerel.
*$Ф&д îft t/t»*- "*!'/"* ее
8. Insurance rates for automobiles In areas outside
•
of cities vas thought probably to hare a relationship
to population and through population to economic level.
* reas«
Леве rates raried from 158.59 to 177.3£. (Bee table
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These Aoasures »er* then eoapared to oheo*
their cousistenoy or the relationship between thea.
Ib* following table »how» tito r%UtionsMp between
them ia the So counties in which sonool transporta-
tion costs are b«inf etvuii*<i.
TABLE XX
BKTWKKM I
COUMTX COST LLV1LL& IX 33 CUÜÜTI£e
RKLATIOHßHIP ВКПИЯ UEASUREÊ OF
•«•b«r of Б t* te Contract « P A
Countiee Wag« Scale W«f« tealo
Automobile Ins
Rates
BÖ
«,55
.«0
• 66
.7»
$66.44
•S.07
64.75
64.14
$68.15
61. fci
•
7
вал 7
4
64.27
P «r cent in-
crease first
to last olaea
.375
63.00
71.46
&9*
2<
Ш
'*»
The three scales show slight relationship with each
other, a 5ftf increase fron the first to last class in
the state contract wage scale being paralleled with
only an £# increase in the f P A scale with erratic be-
havior between. The Insurance scale showed 12JÉ in*
cress« with inconsistent variations in the five classes
of counties. It was feit that any attempt to combine
the three would tend to narrow the range covered by
any of the three alone. For this reason it was
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7»
decided to un« only the «täte contract «age »cale a«
county index, It being the one more closely parallel
to variation» in actual cost« (see ХаЫе ЗДХУ) «/
ttftiULW flf itrrtm- *o etudy on transportation
has considered quality of service as a factor underly-
ing the cost of transportation« let it seems entirely
reasonable to suppose that the quality of equipment used,
the quality of driver personnel, the efficiency «1th
«hich busses are serviced, the effectiveness «1th »hlch
the service covers Its territory and the provisions
made for the comfort and security of the pupils trans-
ported all «ould be reflected in costs. A tool for
measurement of quality exists in the Ruegsegger Rating
Saale, a Pupil Transportation Score Card for Measuring
the Effectiveness and Duality of Service of Busses,
Routes, and Transportation Systems« JJ/ This scale,
"""
J/This measure of county cost levels is the one
adopted for use in determining school bus drivers*
«ages in the 1942 transportation lav. "Salary of a
driver shall be one-tenth of the minimum hourly county
«age rate, established by the industrial coomiesioner
for truck driver» in public works construction as de-
termined at the beginning of each school year, multi-
plied by the total annual (route) mileage of each school
bus.«
|/Virgil Ruegeecfrer. Pupil Transportation Score
Card for Measuring Effectiveness and Quality of Service
of Busses, Routes, und Tramsportation Byetems. Education-
al Publishers, Inc. 1941.
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prepared by the author with the aid of experta and au-
ainistrators in the field of transportation, *nd statis-
tically proTon adequate for It« purpose, is highly ob-
jective so that measurements by oompetent persons are
comparable. The Ruegewji/jer scale was sent to 59 dis-
trióte fro« which route lata had been received and
the principals «ore as¿ed to rate, or to have an agent
rate, their transportation systems. The returns frota
this request were underst^ndingly тегу poor« The na-
tion had just entered the war against foreign powers
and principals «ere busy with the rationing of sugar
and gasoline and with the inauguration and develop-
ment of classes to train for war industry« In addi-
tion, the Ruegseg,;er scale is long, requiring about
three hours of work for proper calculation of a swore,
and at the first glance seeaing eren more involved than
it is* The writer recognised hitr-self as asking much*
Only 9 scnools responded to the reçuest by filling them
out. A follow-up request brought in four sore re-
turns and a nunber of letters explaining the difficul-
ties the principale were under and inriting a visit to
the schools for the purpose of scoring the systems.
This was done in the case of 87 eehoole so that a
measure of quality was obtained for a total of 40
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achools. Through th« omirteey of the Director of the
School of Education at Cornell University, Dr. Julian
B, Butterworth, th« ««or« cardi of eieren schools not
• pert of «ils 9tnf? but scored in the sa«e school
year were used to cheek the validity of the ¿easure-
.rer.tr on 40 district«. It vu foend «bat the addition
•f alaren echoolc affected the атвгарев тегу little so
that the number of »chool* measured was belieyed to be
adequate*
• . . . •!
Copie« of the Ruegse^er Scale and of the t»o let-
ters sont to the principale «re included im the appea-
dix. Th« score card t» divided tat« lia лиjoг divisions
with subdlTlsioi» M follows»
Feasible score
* *•
Regularity of Servio«:
Perce.-tage of trips ralseed 40
Percentage of late tripe
Percentage of trip« by a sub-
stitute driver B6
Percentage of trips b;r «a«r*
ивпсу bue ses _j¿¿
Total regularity of service 186
Convenience ;
Percentage of children walking
} to ; Kil«
t to 1 Mil«
Over 1 mile
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( continued)
Percentage of above children waiting
11thont shelter
In unheebed tad uneuperrised
shelter
Zn heated but unsupervised
shelter
In supervised but unhoated
shelter 85
fiumber of pupils waiting
Ю mtMtes or lest
81 to 40 minutes
41 to 60 alantes
Vor« than 1 hour ¿0
Time on bus ¿5
Radius within which pupils are
not transported _^ 2
Total Convenience i O
-
Comfort»
Percentage of forward facing seats £6
Percentage of seats «til padded
Percentage of bos bodies meeting the
requirements of th* State Dep*t 20
Percentage of overloading 5Q
Total Coefort 110
И»
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Security*
Percentage of pupil« injured ЗД
Insurance coverage carried 40
Supervision of rout« 50
Safety hasarde on route 40
First aid kit and training of
driver JSfi
Total Security £00
fftel — ecojr* e*9« PWW
Conveyances
«eight capacity per rated «eating
capacity
Percentage of rated seating cap-
acity utilised
Purchase price per rated seating
capacity
Present value per rated seating
capacity
Effectiveness of brakes 35
Frequency of inspection •;•;>
Storage of busses CO
*""-^B> ^^ff *•*»!
Servicing 86
Frequency of suspension go
Total Conveyance JLÊP.
Operating personnel!
Лей M ' Ф-^ í )* - • • ^ M
вех of driver SO
Age of driver 25
Previo«« experience of driver 20
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Operating personnel (continued)
Occupation of driver 80
Tenure of driver SB
Salary of driver £0
Physical examination of driver M
Character of «Irlver 4Д
Tot«! Operating Personnel 21 ;
Total — score card proper
Extra nerit award!
Provision for transporting to
their hoae children engaged
IB after-school activities
Provision for extra route trans-
portation for children £6
use of conveyance for trän»*
porting patron*
Extra or unusual safety precau-
tion« £0
Loading and unloading pupils
under cover 10
Meeting «1th drivers by prin-
cipal or supervisor £0
Creditable spot map IS
Set of minim» operating regula-
tions 1Б
Any other meritorious practice
or service not alioved elsewhere 16
A satisfy с tory coït accounting
•yate«
Total extra merit £00
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ZA this study the extra merit score In the Ruegs-
ogger Seal« «a* not used because the first three iteas
refer to uses of transportation that do not come with-
in the state definition of transportation, and because
eeasureraent of the other seven iteas is subject!те.
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*^дои&;..жШУшш i*«*«»
*rtm*FT8R и
AlALXeXS OF ТЙЕ ООП О? OPEKATIIQ BUS8W
AID OF TflB imCT ОГ ГлСТОМ UHDKBLIIMO COSTS j
THE ЕвИМлТЮМ ОГ RkafMUBUt ВАК 008Т8
Bo complète aieasure of the eos t of transportation
e an be made without reference to the quality of the
service provided. The initial step to a complete
measure is, however, an examination of raw costs aal
the estimation of reasonable raw eosts. Chapter II
concluded with the proposition that an understanding
of cost was to be arrived at only through a study of
the cost items and that reasonable total cost was the
•Vernation of reasonable items of cost« It is the
purpose of this chapter to examine items of cost in
** * .; ipSjO
terns of the factors which affeet them and to calculates
1* Reasonable aaattal eo«,tfsr depreciation and In-
terest on unpaid balance, in teros of the price paid
for busses and of the purchasing policies followed by
the districts,
fi« ^•ajona.b^.e contract apeta^ insurance, rent and
wages» in teres of average costs in basic low cost
areas, with adjustment for higher cost areas made
through the apolicatioa of a county index,
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accessories» repaire and aaintenanee, in terms of
a per mile cost of operating busses in each sice cate-
•i* ••ui -SMjjamsaWi-n
-
gory and under тагу Ing conditions of road, stop« and
snowfall.
с itt£c o rice tit Ьимжа«.. Capital costs in»
alud« depreciation aad interest, aod are dependent on
purchase priée and purchasing aad amortising policies.
The 74 lev York State central district« fro« which
data for this study ««re obtained owned and operated,
in the 1989-40 school year, 495 basses r&rylng in
capacity fro« 7 to 70 pupil places» and in price from
$800 to 17446« When these busses were classified ac-
cording to site, it was noted that the «odel capacities
w«re 21, 17, 43, 49, and 5ft« they were, therefore,
sorted into groups of which these model sices were as
nearly at possible the group centers. The areragc
price paid for busses in each category was then found
aad recorded with low aad high prices paid for busses
in each category and with the rang« in price in each.
This is snmiuin Tab!« III.
Two characteristics ere notable ia an examina-
tion of this table* One is the consistency of price
•
Increase with sic«. If th« categories !?-££, 2S-E8,
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TABLE XII
PURCHAflS PRICE OF 496 tíCEOOL
ОРВВАТЫ) II 74 CEMTftAL DIÖThlCTb, 1989-40
•ммннмммшш^мм
Clava
(Capacity)
Ruaber of
Lowest
Price
Highest
Prioe
Prie«
Range
Averti«
Bue ее»
Prie«
6-10
18
$600.00
$1049.00
$440.00
$90£»74
11-ie
56
910.00
5578.00
£478.00
16&9.55
17-fifi
u
1700.00
5000.00
1800.00
£645.78
L3-i:o
8
1717*80
6978.60
4860.70
MO«?
£9-54
5?
1410.00
4294.»
i |а«й
£786,41
55*40
те
1600.00
60*0.20
54BO.EO
5445.06
41-46
74
1800.00
5545.00
5645.00
589£.10
47-6E
121
5048*00
7445.00
4408.00
4751.88
55-53
7«
8640.00
6555.97
8716.07
8£98.60
69-64
17
Ш5.50
8257.00
£951.50
8171.7£
65-70
5
49BO.OO
6700.0
730.00
6566.55
59-64 and 66-70 АГ« ignored, the relationship i* тегу elote
to linear» Figure III show» this relationship In graphic
form. Aad it is obserrsble that the four catégorie* in
«hioh deviation from linearity is greatest are thos« in
which the least number of obserratloas if found. This
would encourage the belief that in the catégorie» 17«££
and £3-26, *t least, the mnber of observations vas not
sufficient to giTO trustworthy avoragea and that a larger
number of observations would bring these averages more
into line with the others. In the categories 50-64 and
06-70, the possibility of curvilinear relationship should
perhaps bo considered. It «ay bo that in the largor
busses, bigger bodies are used without corresponding
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a?
increases in chassis or motor sise, and that there 10
a tendency toward "flattening out" in the price« The
number of observations in these categories is to few,
however, that they do no more than suggest a possibility.
The second notable characteristic observable In
the data on purchase price is the variation in each
category. Price rang«, in the classes, varied from
•wee/ \jP4BJp -JW]
f 44J to 14408. In three of these classes, it was num
ically greater than the average price itself. In all
of the classes it is so vide that it suggests that
some cause for variation other than capacity exists.
Such cause, or causes, might be among the following»
économie ares or price variations due to place loca-
tion, the year of purchase, the malee of bus, or the
agerial factor, the desire for better than minimum equip-
ment and buying policy,
the cost of busses in one location is compared to the
им **?*
cost of busses in another, there must, unless the num-
ber of observations In each area is sufficient to give
reliable averages in all categories of sise, be used a
measure that reduces all sises of busses to comparable
•~,
terms. Where fleet data are used, and where there is
a sufficient number of fleets in each classification,
:; 194« ¿4 4SV& lo* *>?•**§•* «f ••>-.
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Tariation duc to bue si20 «ill cimcel out and a oo»-
pari son of oer seat cost« 1« Yalta* Table XXIX «hows
the avéra re oer seat cost of busr.ee la district« classi-
fied according to eccnonio level, the economic index
being the county rate of vag«* for drivers of trucha
on »tat« contract Job», a« set up by the Industrial
CoB.-issioner of the state (see pages 71-76}« ,
a. • -.-..,• • • • :
TABLfc XIII
COST PER SEAT OF BÜ6SE8 XI 78 CENTRAL
DISTHXCÏ6 CLAiitiXi'IiiD ACCOPJDXMG TO AK Х1ГШХ
OF БСОЖВДС L£V£L
AVMUGSS
Wage Rat« on
Humber of
DlJtrXote
Humber of Arerag« Cott
Bus&o* £¿r Seat
State Contract «Tobe
$, M
59
245 $94.44
•во
la
02 c)£.12
104 9fi,7S
<S »7,32
15 96.89
.65
.75
15
.875
•
5
Totals
75
476 (AT) 94.60
Tb« following observations nay bo aado of the data
thovn in the table.
1» The average of the first group» 994.44« Is only
slightly loss than the average for all groups, I -4.GO.
2, The averages for the second and third groups,
$92.13 and $9£.7C respectively, aro lower than the
average of the first |d4«44 and the average of all,$¿4.80.
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'5. The two higheet group averages, $97«88 and ИВ.89,
«r« in inreree relationship to each other but are
greater than the others and greater than the average
of all» The number of observations in these groups
..
is, however, relatively smell and the average corres-
pondingly l*ss reliable. •«'«""•» •*« f ~
The conclusion drawn from this data i» that« as
••
was expected» there is no consistent and measurable re-
lationship between the purchase priée of busses sad
economic area«
lea»; ef purehaae« Coat per bus increases with sis«
ef baa* cost per seat decreases with slxe of bus* If
the 496 busses of this stud/ were classified according
to year of purchase, and seat costs compared, the
validity of the result would be impaired by the trend,
with the paasage of time, toward larger busses« Zf
I * !zt4iPw '* I
busses of a single capacity are compared, however,
this difficulty is overeóme* To compare costs in re-
lationship to year of purchase, therefore, it was de-
« ••
cided to use only 49 passenger busses (there were
* :
more of these than of any other single capacity in
•
the 406 busses studied)» Table XIV show« the purchase
price of 100 forty-nine passenger busses purchased,
from 1955 to 1940, inclusive.
this эд$ашИ$а ' /
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The table shows a decrease over the previous year
of П9.0Е in 1086 and of »31.69 iA 1940 (note the
TABLA XIV ffjtf
RBLATIObiiaiP ВЖЯЯШ fOHCHAfl PEICX
AMP TEAR ОГ PÜBC3A81 OF 100 FORTX-MIIÍA
leer lumber Increase
of of Low High Price Arerré In
Purohaee »issee Price Price Range Priée Price
18 8168.00 6006.90 2648,90 448«.81
1986 £0 8ДО.ОО 6484.60 8876.60 4419.£0 * 19.08
1987 86 8800.00 6866*80 8468.60 4674.09 *864.ЭД
1388 18 3600.00 6600.00 1700.00 4818,70 +139.61
198« U 8848.00 «888.00 8688.00 8187.86 i 848.66
1S40 8 4870.00 6487.00 617.00 5078.67 - 81,69
•et increase in priée, 1988*40, 1687.45
Average апша! increase 106,84
extremely limited number of observations in the latter
year) but positive increases in all other years with
• •
a net increase over the period of $687.48 with an
average annual increase of 0106.£4. There Is a reía-
;
tionship between cost and year of purchase, with an
JEjPfrlt. $Я*$ yf
upward trend over the alar years from 1988 to 1340. That
it «as or will be constantly upward is not to be in-
ferred. A general économie index would be of use in
# <*•$•;
measuring and prediotinf yearly trends in bus costs.
> '**• ••? "..
Table XIV shows something else of significance, how-
ever. While there ha« been an average annual increase
f
\
of $106.£4 in purchase price, this accounts for only
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0l
* small p*rt of the variation in ourchasing cost«. In
any given year, th« range la price Is, relative to the
animal variation, enoraou«, varying from $617 In 1940
when only 8 busse» were purchased to $5576.60 la
1936. Soné variable other than year af purchase must
be sought.
Make of bus. If sice Of bus it an accompanying
factor 1m an examination of the relationship of cost and
year of purchase, it Is even more noticeable an aoooa-
panying factor In a study eoapartng costs of different
Hakes. Most small busses are Fords, Chevrolets or
Dodge«i rao«t larger ones are Brook ways, International«,
Hacks or Whites. The time element also enters as an
accoBnanylng factor, the trend being away from certain
make« toward other«. Therefore, despite the reeognlted
danger in numerically uniting the data, it wa* decided
that the best comparison of ñaues was to be made by
examining cost« of a single aapaeity si««, purchased
ia a single year. Table XT shows the cost of £6
forty-nin* «apaeity busses purchased In 1987, classified
by make of chassis and body« Chassis таге« er« signi-
fied by Roa**n nuaerals, body »alce« by «epltal letters.
There seem« to be, a« far a« th« United data can
indicate, a «light différend« In price doe to chas«Is
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M-¿ fOV* . >5B| • f
make, chassis IT being the lowest priced and II the
hlfheet priced with X and III oomlnf between in that
" v^rtefcUMje- «MI aje«
^ЯаДШй AMD dOCX ЙЛКЕ AM)
PURCaABB PRICE OF £5 FORTÏ-HIIB
РАДОВМйШ ВШШВ8 POBfiMABBD IM last
" •*••
Chassis Body Koaber of Price
Make Make of Busses
Low High Range Average
• •
X A 5 14561 «4500 $159 |44B4
IB i 4100 5150 1050 4700
II A 6 4801 5817 1116 4770
XX В § 5000 Utt; 885 5112
XXX В 8 5800 6869 £469 5055
IV А б 4800 4650 460 4454
order. And of the bodies» thoae marked В »ее« »light*
17 higher priced than that aarked A« But^a» with
fear of purchaee, the significant Tarlationa are not
between makes* These are slight oompared to the vari-
ât Ions within the aaJce groups, «hioh тагу from 11»«
to 12469.
BlMftrlfr1 practice«, there are large variations
la bus ?rlee that are no« attributable to sise of bus,
economic area, year of purchase, or auke of bus« There
is no list price on basses. Bvery one is, in effect,
a special »Job» with varying chassie and body s«kes,
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mrelations la motlre power, weight and length ef ehatsls,
typ* of upholstery aad suality af fitting and accessories.
To determine »hat part of those rariationt «M neoes-
•«7 WHiret * techaical knowledge not *t оошпта here.
Cert*lnly hUljr route« require aere powerfuUy engine«
bui«M than do 1er*! routât. Bet it le Dually cer-
tain thet, whea, for exemple, forty-alite pestenger
busse» тагу la prie* froa |a048 te 1в4С4.вО at the**
la Т*Ые XI?f end *>aa all of them meet the ttate alaltMi
ttendardt, that a large part of the rartatloa It due
either to the purohate of power plante, tafety and
comfort qualitlet In axoest of alnlm ttaadardt, or to
taa methoa of reeelTlng bids «ы piaelnf ота*тш. These
•re the variation* attributable to
tleet.» That there are ехееаяе* It highly probable,
»l«ht eren be said to be obrteut, Transportation it,
howerer, ttill In the deTelopeetrtal stag« »ad average
praotioa, rather than alnlaua practice, peraltt that
«tnemTerability аеоеаэагу to aeet tpeolal eltuatioat
end to sake progrettlre ieprows^nt poselble.
The calculation Qf tortfi^Uftn On page 89 it
wat shown that the relationthip between size of but and
eott Wat probably linear. An estimated reasonable
cost for eaoh category of bus tita it then obtainable
life ex¥»<)<¥t»sjey JTW **•
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by solYing tía* straight lio« equation I • a + bX,
when Y equals the cost of bus and X equal» seating
capacity. In the development of the regression equa-
tion, the average price of each class of capacity «as
weighted for the шшЪег of bueees In that capacity, the
resulting regression beings
1 * №7.58 ~ $0e.73WeX
'
By application of this formula, estimated costs were
found for each capacity class of baa as In Table XVI.
TABLK XVI
KSTDUTID RliACOIABLis CCST OF 8Св001 В08О0
number of Average Estimated
Capacity Busses Actual Prie« Price
6-10
Id
$ 908.74
$ 948.08
11*16
M
1589.88
1488.48
17-fcS
12
£545.78
1988.33
88-88
8
£899.79
8509.88
89-54
50
£785.41
5089.64
85-40
73
8448.08
8860.04
41-46
74
8698,10
4070.44
47-58
181
47,81.88
4590.86
55—58
78
5£95.eX)
5111. £5
59—84
If
6171.78
6681.65
65-70
8
5266.75
6152.06
Fron the estimated reasonable cost of school
busses, depreciation chargée veré calculated. On pages
68-59, It vas indicated that 10 years waa a reasonable
life expectancy for school bus***. The age aad the
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Mutilisation of bu*зев in serrlee in 1940 are cited In
•upport of that dtclsloru
TABLS mi
AOK OF 406 SCHOOL BOSSBÖ in
OPERATIC« II 74 ME» YORK STATE
fears
number
of Busses
M
£8
1
ш
Я
юг
4
ei
5
40
S)
16
7
7
в
U
9
16
10
г
At first glano«, the heavy preponderance of busses
f1те years old or less and the relatively few 9 or 10
years old seem to indioate that 10 years is too long
a period for reasonable expectancy. Centralization is
still new in Me« Xorfc State« Of the £85 districts in
existence in 1WS9-40, only 88 »ere 10 or aore years
old* ISA of thea veré less than • years old. The
above table does indicate that busses ean and are ueed
for as long as 10 years,
Table XVIII shows the average total mileage of
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486 school buаее« during the school year ending in Jim«
1940« The ueaa mileage was 8046« Manufacturera gire,
TáBLE mil
UTILIZATIO» OF 466 CEHfBAI SCHOOL ВВОДЯ
IN 74 IS« ХОЯК gXATS LI6TBICT&, 1989-40
дшда! Mlleag« ВшЬег of
Lesa than 4000 87
4000*489« M
6000-6999
7000-7999 79
8000-8999 70
9030-909» 45
10000-10999 ?-.i
11000-110*9
1*000-1*999
11000-12999
14000-14999 8
16000-18999 4
16000-16999 l
17000 and отег 4_
Mean ttlle&gc 3045
а» л reasonable use expectancy for school busses«
160,000 ailes* The table indicates that only U
busses of 486 or 2.1$ glTe that eilsage in 10 years.
The arerage bt» gires but little erer half the
reasonable use. The low utilisation figures, laprored
bus construction and iaproved roads indicate 10 years
as net too long a life expectancy, ana suggests also
that greater sseneey eaa be achieved by a reorganisation
'
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*of transportation programa so that use and time ex-
p«otead e «111 »ore nearly coincide.
*-* V It «as not possible to approach a
enable interest eoat through Intereat expenditures, as
explained on page во. Consultation «1th the Director
of Public School Transportation in the State Deoart-
«ent of education indicated that purchases «ere
on borrowed funds and ca ital ¿ebts discharged in 6
years. Assuming the usual procedure of discharging
the principal debt in fite в cual Installments and an
interest rate of 4$, total Interest payments amount to
1£JE of the capital lures tnent* This amount «as aaor-
ticed orer a ten-year period«
Insurance. Part of the variation of bodily injury
and property damage liability insurance is dependent
on site of bas, as shown In Table XIX.
TABLE xu
SMUÏOia Ba.SiUI£lÉUuiîe
LLABILITÏ 1№ШШ:СЬ FC& PUBLIC T&âICLJM
Capacity Relation to Bodily Injury Property Damege
of Yehlole Basic Bate Corerage Сотегауе
0- 7 100* «500/ »000 1000/6000
•-Iß 130$ 6000/15000 1000/5000
13-ÍO 129JÍ 8000/25000 1000/6-ЭОО
81-ÏO 149? 6000/40000 1000/6000
80 «г йоге 16Ä 600Q/5QOOQ 1000/6000
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Fron this information and fro« the basic rat««
(the rate» on prlrately own«d t»ass«nf«r ears) of th«
Bassachvsetts Mutual Insurance Сояеаау, th« coet of
insurance of «««h sise of bus in «ach insurance eon*
was calculated, th« arerage cost for aach sise bua
for «11 »on«§ det•Trained, and th« difference du« to
•is« of tas (se« ТаЪ1« XXXIII), Ib« differential du«
to capacity of bos is beet used in that part of a
formula dealing with eosts totally dependent oa
capacity, th« capital «oats, ««A is shown as a cor-
rection figur«.
Reasonable «Mitjal costa. With th« calculated
reasonable eost of «4«ipm«at9 interest on capital in-
Teataent and the correction figure for that part of
th« variation in insurane« du« to capacity, reasonable
capital oosts w«r« determined.
ТАЛЬК XX
JUUÄOiABLfi Cl/ItAL CüßT ГОВ
OFBKAXIOB OF SCHOOL
Capacity Interest on Insurance Capital
of Bus Depreciation Inrestment Correction Cost
5-10
t 04.80
•11.58
t- PS. 44
1 88.74
11-18
148.64
17.88
-£0.65
145.81
17-££
196.ua
85.87
-£0.65
202.10
£2-88
250. 92
50.11
-17,54
B85.49
¿,-j-&¿
508.96
56.56
55Э,5В
55*40
555.00
4Ê.60
597.30
41-48
407.04
48.85
455.89
47-5fc
450.0»
55,0*
514.13
511.15
61,54
572.47
§8-84
585.17
67.58
+£0.87
651. OE
85-70
eis. sa
75.0t
+SO.&7
709.50
-
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Contract ooa ta« The contract cotte« wage»» rent
and in»urc.nce, »ere definta *» varying with place loca-
tion« Util* they «ero examined from this point of
view, other po»iible causes of variation were uot ig-
nored but »«re studied carefully« Zhe finding» are re«
ported ia the following page*.
!££(£• the 13&Ü-4Ü oentraet «ago of each of the
driver» ia 74 district* was obtained free the peraa-
neat filet of the State Department of Education« Two
type» or field» of variation wer« observable, varia-
tion within the district» and variation between the
district». Thirty-nine of the 74 dlatrict» recorded
m conattnt wage for all driver». The B5 district» re-
porting variations were <*ue»tioaed a» to their wage
policies; twenty-three submitted answers. Table XXI
gire» a emaarisation of the findings«
ZABLI XXI
NAOZ POLICÏ II 74 IBV ÏORÙ STATE
CUTRAL eCilOCL ЫБТВ1СТ&
Policy _ Pi»trict»
Constant wagt rate
Variation — driver acting a» mechanic
Variation — driver making extra trip»
Variation — longer or more difficult
route» 8
Variation — driver housing bu» Ж
Variation — the re»ult of annual incre-
ments 1
Variation — work not connected with
transportation 1
Variation — unexplained It
•
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Thirty-nine, or over half of the districts, paid
constant «age rate»} fourteen reported increment» for
added service, eleven, for Acting a« mechanic«, two
for housing busies and one for extra service not
connected with transportation; nine reported «age
differential» because of longer or more arduous routes
or extra driving, length of service, »here différen-
tiels veré due to non-driving extra service» they veré
reduced« and the difference« transferred to other
items of expense. For example, the differentials due
to the driver1 s acting a« aeehanio va« transferred to
the repairs and utinUoence account; that paid for
bousing tousses va« transferred to the rent account«
For inter-district study, the vages in districts vlth
irreducible variations »ere averaged.
**«•» in the 74 districts varied from $980 to
$10 0 with an average of |&75,as ehovn In Table XXII.
TABLE
WAOie PAZO TO SCHOOL BOS DRIVERS
is v* »b. i >. .-.;-. i... anuí ист ten
Wage Fajé _ lumber of Districts
$ ttO-I
..'.-
1
400-4
И
is
500*5
•;.-
«oo-e
m
700-79Ф
800
4
4
1000
1
Average |67B Range |6fO
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The moat strlKlnf feature of the table presented
above ii the vid« rang« in v*gesj a condition In
«hieb eone district« pay aloost three tie«» as auch
•e others for apparently the tan« service« This vid«
rang« of №0 dollars fro« tb« low to th* high v*ge eight
bo explained by th« faot that in BOB« districts th«
routes aro longer toan in others, by the higher levels
of oost in different eoeaonic атом with its reflect-
ion in wage oost«, or by the managerial factor» the
desire for a higher quality of driver service and the
willingness to pay for it.
ftileag*
VAS given a« a possible eause for variation in
levels« The average mileage por bus in eaoh district
vas dotowjiaod and th« relationship b«tvo«n that and
.«* *ttf* v*#. «fieiu 9ft '
?4**» 71-7*-, • «u»*^M_ „«ИДИШУ **ь*й»м «г-****
KELATIOAEfll? ВЕТ1Ш 1AQE BAT» FOB Ш1ГОШ
AJP TOTAL A1IHUAI* 4LLLWLGÍ IX 74 CJâJiTBAL UlbTBICTf
«umber of Low High
Districts Ulleag« Mileage Range Avgr«;
500- 439 15
»Où« Ъ9* Ж
•00* 999 ПК
700-1000 »
4460
5500
11S15
11010
181E5
•855 7C8d
»97» в085
73£5 3fi97
v>
*
The table shove an apparent relationship betveen «ages
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and total mileage, seemingly of * curvilinear nature.
Om the basis of reason this would not seem to Ъ* а
chance relationship, but the variation of mileage
within the classes «axes It impossible to estimate
va«e la terms of mileage* The spread la »ages, using
the midpoints of the classes as measuring points, is
$430; the spread im average mileage is 1166 ailes*
To interpret 1166 miles as a eause of a wage differen-
tiation of $450, when mileage difference«, within the
classes, of from 6 to 7 times at great (6855, §978«
7886 and 6E42) are mot attended by wage differences,
is inconsistent with the obvious facts. Total mileage
account« for only a small part* If any, of the variation
In mage«
lases snd eoonoaia area. Eeonemio area was suggested
as a soeond possible cause for wage variation* On
pag** 71-75, a discussion of eounty indexes of cost
indicated that the different Indexes available were
not consistent with each other, that any attempt to
combine them destroyed their individual valme, and
suggested that the county wage soale for truck drivers
•m state eontraot Jobs provided the best index« As m
eheek on the selection , actual wages wore eompared to
the state contract soale ana to the ••• P. A« wago soale
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with the results summarised in Table XXIV.
be* *f i'ftrt/rte t* esgh e*e£ttftw ft¥«x¿. **» erAvad te>
TABLE XXIV
RELATIOBSHIP OF «AGES PAID BUS DRIVÄRß TO
THX вТАТЬ CCITBAGZ lAGfi SCALE AMD
TO THE I« P. A« HA02 SCALfc
State Contract Drivers1
face Scale Waee
я. P. A.
lace Scale
Drivers*
tace
•728
1*0
$606
л
61*
570
ISO
555
no
m
60
546
100
609
55
Б72
The table shows that there is no relationship between
the V« P« A« wage scale and bus drivers1 wages as they
are paid in the districts« There does» however, seem
a fairly consistent relationship between the state
scale for contract drivers and school bus drivers1
wages with a range im drivers* pay that seems highly
significant« Use of the contract wage scale as a
measure of variation im cost levels seems justified
by the established relationship«
Bat^iated reasonable wace foi school bus drivers«
With an index of cost levels chosen, it was next neces-
sary to find a mathematical technique that would give
a range or spread of estimated wages comparable to the
scale itself and reasonably close to the range in
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actual wages paid* A regression, weighted for the пша-
ber of districts in each economic area, was solved to
get estimated reasonable wage* The range of this teal«
was not comparable either to that of the wage index
or to the range in wages &s indicated In Table XXI?.
It «as felt that the large number of observations in
the lowest economic group upset the balance of the
«eight« reares: Ion, so an unweighted regression was
tiled« lai« showed an improved range but still one
that fell short of the range of either the index or
actual weges» In e third attempt to estimate reason-
able wage, the relationship between the average economic
index of all the districts and the average vage of all
the districts was determined and a wage proportionate
to e*eh Index lerel calculated. The three scales are
shown In Table XXV. Of them all, the third от pro-
portional scale w&s selected as having the better
rant« and the greatest value in estleatlng we. g es In
county «ones.
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mUUTIS VAGSS OF BUS DBITIM
II AB1AS eUSeiriJBD ACCORDING TO ICOBOÄIC L&TKL
State Average
Contract Vag«
Vat« Seal« Paid
Kst. Vag«
Est. Vag«
Direct
Proportion to
County Index
Weighted
Slrnpl«
So
•a
$666.14
685.18
1701.в£
687.fi!
608.48
567.51
677.57
I3S9.S6
716. «8
648.52
619.91
600.35
57Ê.22
6S5.54
75
68
65
6S
570
600.54
534!»
60
56
645
575.70
662.06
57S
56':-.. 55
557.61
•
Busses ar« rarlously housed in Hew York State.
Sixty-four of the 74 districts studied reported on the
of housing their busses« the reports awuaarlsed
as follows:
••«*•-'•••*"•
TABUSHfl
MJEtaOD OF ÜOÜSlüO ßCüOOi, ßüfißlfl
IB 64 CEHTBAL SCUOOL DI8TBICTS
Method of Homing <шдЬ<?г of District»
School storage 56
Stored partly at school
partly in outside quarters 6
Stored in rented spaei 16
Soused by drivers
Thirty-eight of the districts housed their own tmeses.
a? i-^.
Twenty-ветеп housed then either «holly or partially la
outside quarters* Because of the difficulty Involved
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IB segregating toe capital costa, beet and lighting
of fchool garagaa frota the general account», estimated
rent eos ta veré determined from unquestioned rent
expenses» those paid toy district? who rented outalde
houalng »pace. Twenty-five of the districts recorded
costs, §ишваг1а«4 1л tbe following table,
TABLE ЗЯЯП
PAID BX £6 CJtíTFAL teChOOi, ШОТЫСТ8
HIP.1WG OÜTGILE u?ACfi 193J-40
ЫгваЬсг of districts
Eerîta n~id per bue
• «
•
Ш -
100
100 -
80 *
60 -
Í6 -
leo
§
79
4»
Average $107
Bange
ties
The rent ehar#cs per bue r¿irted from $£5 to |£S3 with
aa arerage of HOT* Possible eauaea for Tarlailam
were also of bua and economic area. Slxe of bua vas,
howerer, rejected «Пев It «at found that school« rented
a given floor space, the number or alt« of bueaea not
a consideration 1* price, and where busses veré housed
with drivers, an Identical anouat wee osid rsgarcUess
of *1M of bus« Tí-.-- «latriet« vero then elaaslfled
aooording to economic zono and a possible relationship
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between renta and the economic index »ought«
tABU OTIII
RELATIOIBHIP OP BEJiT PAID TO «ТАТЕ СОЯТААСТ
HAGS BCALJI IB £6 CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Number of Stete Contract
Districts W&gfe Scale Fieri t Paid
4 75 $119
» W 79
• 60 110
10 WS 11«
There VAS obviously no concilient relationship between
rents paid and the index of economic level« There are
several ro&eons why this should be soi (l) the ex-
tremely limited amber of ease« for observation,
(fi) the fact that some district» rented heated space,
some unheated space, with a probable difference In
price, (C) where drivers were paid for housing burses,
the rent paid was comparatively low, and (4) the
pretence here, even aore noticeably than la other cost
items, of a variation explainable only in terms of the
willingness en the part of somo boe¿rds of education to
pay шоге for a given »ervice,
Xa spite of the fact that thers was no observable
relationship between rents ana economic arta, it was
felt that logically such a relationship should exist,
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•
und « seal« of •• tin A t cd reasonable rent* «as prepared
by the procese of averaging rents and Indexes of éco-
nomie level and calculating rents on a proportionate
basis« as was done with wage««
TABLE XXIX
MTIMATED FBA80ÄABLE ЙВ*Т СйЛАОЕв PfcS BUS
BASED OS БТА1& COJiTBACT «AGE SCALE
State contract wagt scale _ Estimated rent
98 $101*86
75 1ЕЭ.ОО
oo 11«. 96
et ni, »о
65 103.86
00 102*80
94.60
Insurance« Estimated costs of Insurance «ere made
directly fron the published rates of the mutual Insur-
ance comp-nle*. lew York State is divided Into 45 in-
surance cones* 16 of which cover the rural areas of the
state described in term* of county and town lines &nd
exclusive of cities. The insurance rate books quote
basic rates on three sisee of conveyance, 0-?0, 80-60,
and вО or »ore passenger places, in each zone of the
state« Further differentiation is brought into being
by the fact that public conveyances are charged in
excess of the basic rate according to capacity and
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required te tarry a «отегаве IB excès t of the ain-
» at indicated 1» ТьЫе X. >..
TABLE XXX
STATÜTOBX
S FÛB LIABILITY
AUL BAXM Ofi PÜBUC
81«« of But Required Corerafe
Cott Batet
О- 7 taoo/ 8000 Batlc rate
6-1Я ЮОО/lMüO lao» «f bat le rate
13-80 8000/Í6000 180K « t «
ßl-W »000/40dOO 14^ t t t
* "*
lone of the »chools шау carry lest than the statute ry
r<»: uiresents. Actually, aargr carry in eacoett of it*
Thirty-nine schools reported iwmrance вотегь^о OB
bot têt of cedlue tise (30 to «0 capacity) at
te*
PFOflbtX» О»
IB Sä CSHTBAL
80-вО CAPACITY
Нгюрег of 11» tri eta
Coverage Provided
7
I
l
i
6,000/ 60,000
§,ооолоо,ооо ,
6.000/800.000
000 '
w «»v • v* WWA JL4/W • w 4/w
8 10,000/800,000
l 10,000/535,000
E
g
щ ч^ •—- ^^ <e»^-w^'4""*14^
,000/800,000
,OOOAOÛ,DC
60.000/800.000
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Insurance agent« gare Assurance that the minimum
coverage required under the statutes was sufficient
coverage. This seemed to be born out by the record
of 60 central district» reporting accidents in 1959-40,
Forty-three of these reported the transportation of
18,064 pupila daily without accident. Six districts,
transporting 1,880 pupila, reported в Injuries, one in
each district, none of them being sufficiently serious
to require the attention of a physician or surgeon»
One district, transporting 768 pupils, reported one
injury that required the services of a physician.
Xo death* were reported. 01ven the basic rates of the
Butual companies, the statutory requirements for cov-
erage, and the variation in costs due to sise of bue,
the cost of minimum coverage insurance wat calculated
for categories of bue aie« and in each of the rural in-
surance sones of the stat«, property damage and bodily
insurance being included« Table XXXII shows the calcu-
lation«
The sis« classification set up by the insurance
companies and that used in this study do not exactly
coincide. There is very little overlapping, however,
and coats are reasonably accurate* From this table it is
possible to determine (a) th« cost of insurance on
average sise busses in each county, for use in the
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5 59-70
BodUjr
Injury 1
££££
«гор.
6
.U5.36
.Ю2ДЗ
, 79.56
, 77.57
Oaa&f«
Total
54.47
49.49
39.85
9,
12.20
9U5
9.55
«.70
127.56
10
20
22
7
7
I
in.ee
ft
89 Л1
8ft»27
23
35.87
. 76.73
3.70
35.43
14
44.34
Л .04
47.03
45.70
39*49
t, «7.52
1Q.S5
«.70
8.70
в7.'ав
20
6. 79Л8
6, «7.52
4ц 86.53
5«, 77.57
9601
31
95.77
84.92
в
7.35
33
6« 76.58
6, 76.58
8« 70.53
6< 76.73
6^76.53
«¡TO
10.90
36
36.04
43.12
35.87
36,04
3«
40
41
a. TO
87.48
85.43
85., *
44
36.04
&< 77.01
*. 76.5«
5< 68.62
«.70
7.35
7.35
15,
83.V3
75.97
45
Aver
terl
kgjhp
90.99
alien* *>••••
capacitgr 1
i
Ш
«O.Í7
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contract cost schedule, »ad (b) the arerage difference
due to capacity of bus, »htch was used as an insuraace
correction factor la the cepitex cost schedule (»ее
Table XX)*
under a fleet insurance cl uee, a ¿eduction it
allowable when the number of busses exceeds fire«
this allowance, expressed as a perce .tage of the cal-
culated cost of Insurance oa a single bas, is given In
Table XXXIII.
ТАШБ XXXIII
DbDUCTIOI FBOM COST OF IMSUBAHCS
FOR PüfiGÜaÄÄ OX À FLfcËS
Б120 Of
Percentage 61xo of Percentage
reduction Fleet Deduction
Fleet
в
1*7
14
6.4
7
1.6
16
6.7
в
•»•
i?
0.3
7.1
4.4
10
5.0
Id
7.2
U
6.6
19
7.4
1£
ь.а
SO
7.5
IS
6,£
The rate books of mutual coopañíes were also examined
for the statutory reoulrtments aad rate« for employees
compensation Insurance. The rate is lB.58 per hundred
of payroll with a minimum of 951.00. The cost of coa*
pensation was determined on the estimated wage per
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•
driver la «»oh «сопок!* »one.
Contract coats. With estimations of reasonable
wages for achool bus drivers, rent and insurance costs
in économie sones and insurance sones of the state*
total reasonable contract eosts were calculated for
each county fer which data were fathered» Such total
contract costs must be corrected for the deduction
in insurance for sise of fleet« (Table XXXIV)
fariahle eosts. The variable costs of school bus
operation are the costs of gas, oil, tires, chains and
accessories« repairs and Maintenance« These, for the
1939-40 school fear were reported to the State Depart-
ment 9t Education in the Application for Transportation
Quota, the data for this study being taken from the
reports of T4 selected districts« It was desired to
calculate, from this data, the cost ef operating each
bus« Difficulty arose, however, from the manner in
which these costs were reported«
Gasoline and vil consumption was reported for each
bus, but the expenditure for tires, chains and acces-
sories, repairs and maintenance were reported as total
fleet expenditure only. Considerable variation in the
method of accounting, as regards these latter expenses,
was noticeable. Some of the districts reported all such
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expenses under the heading of repair«, other« reported
the« all a« maintenance costa. This presented no aajor
difficult/ since they aay all be combined and used м
a unit under the general heading of variable coats,
This is the manner in which the/ ««re treated in this
study«
A greater difficulty lay in the impracticability of
apportioning the reported fleet costs to the busses
accurately. The primary factors underlying the variable
costs are sise of bue and olleage. Whether, mileage
being constant, the yariable costs will vary in exact
proportion to the nuub«r of seats, cannot be known until
a sufficient auaber of districts keep a record of these
costs for each bus, However, the seat-mile has been
used as a measure of cost 1m a amber of st'jdie«, is
reasonably accurate, and is used here, Zn spite of
this, it is a fact that any attempt to allocate
Yariable fleet costs to the busses on the basis of
the seat-mile has the effect of nullifying and con-
cealing the effect of the route feetorsi type of
road and number of etops. However, if it is impos-
sible accurately to convert fleet costs to bus costs.
*,'+»+**»f****-»*>.ii*f*. w «»e? wv ** vc»f
the alternate process is perfectly feasible. This is
the method followed here. The difficulty encountered
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in analysing variable cost* arise«, however, out of
inadequate accounting procedure and suggests the need
for unlfora and accurate accounting method» to gire
the administrator the detailed knowledge of trans-
portation costs necessary to effeetire planning and
budgeting-
Variable eost» эег aaat.mil». The eost per seat
elle U аваИ. For ease IB study and eoaparison, 1000
•eat-ftlloe MS used as the unit of eost and coeputed
to the nearest mill for each district. The cost and
variation IB cost la 78 central dlstrlets Is shown In
the following tablet
fm4»y feM r*;-«l.r ».
TABLA XXXV
'& = ; w* Wft ¿i i «te?
fARIABL£ COST OF OPSRATIHO SCHOOL BUSSES
IM 7C GKMTRAL SCHOOL
Class Huinbrr of Operating Costs per
Dlstriota 1000 Scat-miles
50- 80 14 ft .718
80-100 £2 1в89
100-180 IS l!o99
120-160 Ц 1.88$
150-880 11 8.090
fllgh 12.789 Xange
Low .510 Average 1.149
The average variable cos« per 1000 seat Biles was $1.14»;
the range $8.£80, froa a low cost of £.669 to a high eost
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of tí.789. This wide variation, In which the cost in
one district 1» almost 5 tie« that in the district at
the other extreme, is explainable by variation, in the
several district», of oott levels (the economic factor),
depth of snowfall, the route factors (number of stop«
and type of road) or in managerial practices. The af-
fecting factors were examinad in that order.
f^mommwAe area. Economic area, or differing eost
levels due to spatial location, is reasonably a factor
In variable costs, especially through the labor costs
of repairs and Mintenanee* Where schools had repair
and maintenance work done by outside agent«, labor
-
costs were reported under the repair and maintenance
accounts* Where it was done by bus drivers who were
also paid as mechanics, it was reported as driver*s
wag«. In these cases, the excess in wage over that of
other drivers and attributable to labor as a mechanic
¿ sire1 COT uv» wt vsiif eemmvjmir
was transferred from driver«» wages to the repair »ad
maintenance accounts. The districts were classified
according to économie arc* and coats determined for
each classification.
th- * r*n:. • ¿tr l
(уыдо fro« *.*&• -fite •* ,
•1.440). «¡г« *9гг.х^*. к ttan
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шÏABLE 2ÜOYI
MLATIOMßHIP BSTlbÄS &CCMOUIC
AMD VARIABLI СОБТБ OP OPERATIOÄ
II 78 CÄWBAL DISTKICie
State Contract Hurnber of Yariable Operating Coats per
Scale Districts 1C
Low High Range Average
55 39 $ .559 $8.78» $8.£SO $1.135
o. 11 .684 £.573 1.949 1.16£
Ob 13 .767 £.099 1.532 1.113
76, в .668 1.809 1.141 1.804
3 1.194 1.859 .666 1.558
Examination of the laat, arerage colu»n »hows a email but
relatirely ooneietent inoreaat in таг!able cost per feat-
Mile with the index of econoaic lerel. Vith the exception
of the third or atadle group of observation«, each suc-
ceeding group shows an increase nearly in proportion to
the increase in the value to the index, there being a
total increase of I.£19 or an average increase of $.025
per 1000 seat-miles for each fire points on the economic
. •
scale. Such an lacrease in coats would make a differ-
ence, between any two levels except the last, which has
a greater Interval, of $8.£5 per year in operating the
average bus over the average annual mileage. But when
the large range in variation within each class is noted
(raiifes from $.666 to $£.£80, with an average range of
$1.448), the comparative insignificance of a variation
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between economic levels of $.089 la forcibly brought
to notice. Economic are* aay be and probably 10 a fac-
tor In the variation of costs, but further study »1th
closer control of other causes of variation than is
possible here is necessary«
Snowfall has not been
proved a causal factor la the cost of transportation.
It varies, however, so widely In lew lor* State, from
a yearly average of IB inches to one of 188 Inches,
that study of It seemed justified. Seventy-three dis-
tricts were classified as to average anneal snowfall
(tee pages 69-71 and Figure III) and average variable
cost per seat-mile for all the districts in each clas-
sification found.
I* fbfABLE
RKLATIOÏSHIP ВКПВК» AVERAGE AHMÖAL SMOWFALL
AID VARIABLE COSTS OF OPEKATIHG SCHOOL
BUSSES IH 75 CXBTRAL DISTRICTS
Average lumber of Variable Operating Costs per 1000
Snowfall Districts 6«*t-mllea
LOW
Blih Range Average
20-54
54-95
95-160
16
25
10
.684
569
.574
11.859
8.780
2.729
£«820
£.155
$1.125
1.183
1.138
Table XXXVII shows no oansietent relation between an-
nual snowfall and variable costs of school bus
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operation. The inconsistent increase, with the average
воst in the are* of deepest snow lees than the average
•f all districts,$1.149, and with the enormous varia-
tion within each of the claseее, ehev that snowfall is
of little or no effect on «oat« Snow removal policies
probably ere more Important la their effect on costs
than aterag с snowfall i U elf. Another factor tends to
obscure a relationship between snowfall and costs, if
such A relationship does exist« The heavy snowfall
areas are, la general, the lev economic level areas,
where cheaper labor costs la emlateaanee and repairs
would tend to offset any increase in operating costs be-
cause of snowfall» X* la impossible, with the data at
hand, to separate the single effect of snowfall«
•umber of stooe. The nuaber of stops Bade by a bus
has consistently been given at a factor In the cost of
bus operation. It vat dealt with la this study, on a
district basis (costs being dealt with effectively on
that basis only). Information regarding the number of
slope was sought by questionnaire to the districts.
Sixty-four districts returned the questionnaires, 58
Of the« submitting information regarding number of
stops, the total number of stops per distrlet was de-
termined. Then, because of the widely differing lengths
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of rout«« number of stop» «»• converted to stop» per
ail«. Stopf por alio varied widely, as shown
TABLE XXXYIII
МШШШ ОГ flOPß PER MILS
IK 56 CENTRAL DISTRICTS
Stops per
Mlle
number of Stops per Number of
Districts Ulla Districts
.8
1
1.2
8
,4
в
1.8
8
«•
§
1.4
4
.8
в
1.5
8
.7
.8
.9
1.7
4
8
1
M
, 4.089, «lift
8.8
1.0
8
8.0
1
1.1
8
Low 0.8
High 2.0
Average 1.0
«va Ucfaivawff TÍO tjBjWrtwUtloBaalf* »««veom -..
The number of »topa par alla rarlod from 0.8 to 8.0
tftutbe? of atajía t*iwratia*y jfiMMBMi* aa typa or гаев-
with an araraga of 1.0. The ralatlo&ahlp between nua-
bar of »tops and variable operating cost» par teat-
mile Is ahown la Tabla XXXIX. Several olaselfleatloaa
tor л '.пф ев 9%:' v4WMHftXe ttui ргамЪле Tt^Ríj
of districts according to stopa per alle ware made,
none showing « stable relation between stops and cost;
fjraa mf yeaf ^ ^'?-.
a division Into three olassas was finally made aa be-
tf; ' ?TW*e*ví«Hbe' а« апдГ jiYf
Ing the largest number that would provide valid aver-
*B TIÍ'
ages.
aartbes Ui« «1» *ft* «a*4 la this Ия
•xamlnatlon of Table XXXIX shows a non- consist ont
Increase In costs aa the number of stops Increase. The
.
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net inore»»« from $1.036 to I1.14S Is f.OM «1th u
- * vifar]ISajtlaÄ.
TABLA XXXIX
RKLATIOSflüIP ВВПГЖВЛ STOPS ?» MILI
AMO VARIABLE COSTS OF OPERATING 6CÜQOL
XI 66 CESTBAÏ. DI6TBICTS
Stop» per luaber of Variable Operatic« Costs per 1000
Mile District« _ Seat- mi lei
Low High Bange
.5- .0 la $.624 Ci.^5 *1.8»0
,7-l.E M .»74 8.7в* ЯЛЫ* 1.1Э4
Q __ 16 _ ,5Ь> 8« 789 2.230 1,14«
average increase of $.023, with the high cost of the
uiddle group, $1.184, ce»ting doubt on the relationship.
The obacurity of the relationship aay be due to the
MS • , -A» fti ' tfrv*»
few cases involred, to interrelationships between
^yc. «¿£*e &
nuober of stops and other factors, as type of road, or,
as the extreaely wide variation in costs within »ach
giVC 29b el*»':
group indicates, to the existence of some other fac-
tor affecting costs that «onceáis the probable relation-
ship between costs and nunber of steps.
Tvoe of гоац> Type of road, generally conceded a
• i'V" A" * •
factor In transportation costs, was aleo examined for
its relationship to seat-mile costs. Chapter III de*
scribes the classification of roads used la this study
and the calculation aad application of & road Index.
The questionnaire to the districts asked the mileage
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IS»
on each OÍA»» of road for each, rout«. Sixty-three dls-
trlcts «applied the information« elasu;lfyinir в total
of 14,886 rout« mil« as follows}
• if :
TABLE XL
•
ROUT« MILEAGE 01 ХХРЬ-Ь OF
Class of
Rout«
Road
DescrlDtion
Mileage
A
В
w
Concret« ft Macadam la goo* repair
Broken Macadam and good gravel
Gravel in poor condition and dirt
8693
542?
£740
The general exceller*«* of Sew York 0tat« roads is no-
ticeable. Less than a fifth of the total mileage
va* listed a*4 oíase С roadf only a little more than
two-fifths as classes В and С eonbined. For study in
i» «v»i. • f th« cl«»¿ tra«
relationship to cost, route mileage was eoablned to
ÎlTe district mileage over each class of road and
-
this was, la the manr.er described on pages 67-68,
converted to an index type of road«
Bead index varied fro« 0 (three of the dis-
tricts operated entirely отег clase A roads) to 81,
with an average of IT« A district operating entire
ly on class В road would hare an inaer of 40. It
is of interest to not« that 18 districts only,
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or 81? have »в index as hifh or higher than that.
•
TABLE ZLI
CLA6MFIÇATIOH BX ROAD IHDEX OF DISTRICT
klLuAGE II «s CIJiïbAL JUIßTRICTß
Road Index Number of Llstrlcts
0-9 8
10-18 16
£0-29 IS
50-30 12
40-49 4
50-59 8
во- бэ _ i
Low 0 Median f5
High 61 Average Ê7
Relationship to cost «at studied by grouping dis-
trict« into classes according to road index and aver-
aging ••at-mil« casts for eaeh of the classer, three
classes again being deemed the largest number to
provide valid averages.
TABLE XLII
RELATIOaSfilP ВЬТ*££Я CLASS OF ROAD AID VARIABLE
COSTS OF OPIRATIfiO SCáOOL BÖSwBS IM 6£ CENTRAL DISTRICTS
Tari able Operating Costs per 1*000
S eat -«11 ea
••ad lumber of
District» Low
0-18
£5
' .f. Г- •
£<.'.?<
|£.170
П.16Б
so-зэ
£4
.574
£.739
E. £15
1.140
40-61
13
.704
2.5Ê3
1.818
l.£46
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The above table showa an average eoet of operating, per
1000 seat-miles, of fl.iee for district* with a road
index of les* than 80| * «oet of $1.140 for district*
with indexe* between 80 and 40) and a eo*t of $1.848
for district* with an index of 40 or acre. Tht rela-
tionship between type of road aad cost i* not «learly
or coneietently ahowa* A net inereaae in cost from
«la** A to ela** С road, however, i* $.031, with an
eb&wt teJ&e UMnleat«* * инЛачиа оаеЫр ое-
average increase of $.041, A lack of eonaisteney in
the relattonahip »ay be attributed either to the lack
of data, the interrelation*!!!? between type of road and
: ¡ vhe • Wilnw 5f *t
other factor** a* number of »top*, or to the obvious
tej04&g vO/VMjri* a eeot
existence of some other factor affecting costs, indi-
t&e ye 1 aticy*eitJM> w^tvees wet^ -
oated by the wide variation in oo*t» within the
л>«4 «"я. ** ««ftt-eii*.
Glass«« (note the intra-cla** range* of $£.170, $£.£18
and fl.245).
s tops. It w»* *ugf?e*ted in the preceding paragraph*
that interrelationship» between type of road and num-
ber of etop* per mile night tend to conceal the effect
« /efe« r*»«'- *to£?
of either. Thi* would be true if bu**e* »topped more
Ле MHiT^i ?H7 the ijj«49b»
frequently on good road* than on poor road* where pop-
ulation is apt to be le** den*e. The probable exist-
iMlMf of atop* еШа
ence of euch a oircumetance 1* indicated in
-
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Table XLIII.
^ TABLE XLIII
RKLATIOHSHIP ВЕТА'ЕЕЙ TYPE OF ROAD АНЬ NUMBER
OF STOPS PER MILE IH 58 CENTRAL DISTRICTS
•umber of Districts Road Index Humber of Stops
23 0-19 1.1
24 £0-39 1.0
11 40-61 .6
The above table Indicates a probable relationship be-
tween type of road and number of stops to the effect
that as road index increases (tending toward an in-
crease in costs), the number of stops tends to de-
crease (tending toward a decrease in costs). To meas-
ure more exactly the relationship between number of
stops, type of road and costs per seat-mile, a multiple
regression equation Involving those three variables was
calculated as folio»»«
Xi . $.021£46Xg - $.001775X5 - $1.077947
t i.
In the above equat on, Хд. equals the cost per 1000 seat-
miles, X£ equals the number of stops per mile and
equals the type of road as measured by the index.
'
This equation was applied to two imaginary cases
representing extremes in number of stops and type of
road to find the probable maximum cost difference
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attributable to route factor e. Both «wapiti wert
•ad* to show a eon* tant six« of but, length of route
ana nueber of daft operated« The first as somes all
•lasa A road and a minimum of stops.
Problem 1. Bas capacity 48
Beute mileage SO
Days operated 190
Boad Index 0
Nuab. r of s to s
per mlle-ga^ ,5
Calculation of таг! »ble costs;
ъ* giv .âOMi «»t*
Fixed SUB 11.077047
Stops per mile .6 x I.OB1245 .010688
Boad index 0 x 1.001776
да
x 190 x 30 x 11.088570 . $£60.60
The second problem assumes the opposite extreme as to
type of road (index 60) and number of stops (£.0).
Problem £. Bus capacity 4£
Route mileage ¿:
Dbys operated 100
Road index 60
•umber of stops
Calculation of variable costs t
Fixed sum $1.
Stops per mile £ x $.0£1£45 .04£490
Road index 60 x I.00177B
x 1ЭО x 50 x n.ßfif»: ^ « |£92.73
'
The difference in annual variable operating coats
in these extreme cases was f£S,15. That number of
stops and type of road in their most extreme variation
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вал account for so little a rariation in cost seems
subject to question. Tables XXXIX and XLII showed wide
variations in cost not attributable to number of stops
or to type of road. It is felt that this so far unex-
plained rariation tends to conceal the effect of route
factors. Until further study of the effect of route fac-
tors gires results In which greater confidence can be
placed, operating costs under average conditions of
type of road and number of stops give an annual cost
that varies little either way from the cost derived
by the regression equation. Arerage cost per 1000
seat-Biles was giren in Table XXXV as 11.149. This
can be converted into cost per mile for each capacity
elass of bus (see Table XII). as follows;
TABLE XLIV
AYERAOK VARIABLE OPERATIMG COST PUB MILE
FOB SCaOOI* Bü&¿i£ IK a£W ïORv &TAÎE
Arerage Operating
Cost per Mile
Bus Capacity
5-10
$•00862
11-16
.01662
17-2Ê
.02241
£3-£8
.08920
£9-84
.05619
36-40
.04*0 t
41-46
47-5Ê
.04998
.05688
¿¿-5.;
.06377
69—64
65-70
.07086
.07756
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The managerial factor« Constant reference has been
mad« throughout this stuc'y of varlctlone attributable
to no other cause than osanaf«rlal praotie«: variations
in prie« of bue, in wage« paid to drivers, In rent,
and IB variable operating costs. Huoh of the varíe-
tien 1» unquestionably du« to the purchase of better
equipment and superior services, or to the provision
«f better transportation service to the community.
While it was difficult to believe that variations so
«id« were entirely explainable by justifiable varia-
tions in ecuipment and service, the data at hand gave
no definite basis for question except, in the field
•f variable costs, in the price paid for gasoline
and oil. Variation in priées paid for these supplies
is shown in Tables XLT and XLVI,
ТШ.К XL?
Р6ВСНА8Ж PKICB Of OAöOLINi,
III 73 CJbHTRU, DISTRICTS, 1939-40
Pur chas« Fríe«
(Cents per Gallon
Hunbor Of
Districts
6.05- 6.99
7.00- 7.99
8.00* S.ti
у.чЮ- 9*d9
10.00-1Э.ОО
5
81
1Б
14
Gasolin« is purchasable by central school districts at
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the state contract prie» fixed by the state division
of stand&rd» and purchase. The state, in l,.Z¿, «a«
sonod with priée» varying according to son« tut in no
caa« higher than 8.6i. The table show» many schools
paying in excesa of the contract price, some actually
-,•
paying the retail price to the general public«
TABLE XLfl
PURCHASE PRICE OP MOTOR OIL
I. n COTRAL SCHOOL MSIBICT« ^
Furch*»« Prie« Hunter of
(Cent« per Wuart) District»
•----—--—---—---—-«-— — — — — — — —
9.0-11.9 3
3l«pt¿ 12.0-14, 9 £1
15.0-17.9 14
10 »О- СО. 9 il
El.0-29.9 15
50.0^»K.O 8
^aftiualâ^ « ferft»*?of%»tioa :1гэЫ.ен
The »eheol» have the privilege, alee» ef purchasing motor
oil at the átate contract price, varying aecording to
«еле and »eight of oil» but not exceeding 1*186 per
quart« The table ano»» »any »chool» buying in excess of
that price, »ош» ágela paying the retail price charged
' ...
to the public.
Variations in price of thi» nature seem to be due
either to ignorance ef buying opportunities er to a
Mk
preference for buying from local dealers even at a
40 < * Jab; У)
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higher price. That excess«« of this Jrtnd should be
curbed is unquestionable. Bo« they may be controlled
without Halting too closely variations in expenditure
due to purchase of superior materials and services is
not clear. Estimating reasonable costs on average
practice and distributing «tat« «id based on those
estlm&teb should leave sorae room for maneuver in the
purchase of equipment and services and at the saae
time discourage the more grave excesses la purchasing
praotloe.
t ь.
Apj-'XIC'--tlQn_ ofthuformula, for CEI.!".- t''.;'iA roas^n/-
able costs. Chapter IV, up to this point, has been
¿•voted to an analysis of capital, contract and variable
operating costs and estimation of reasonable costs in
•ach field« Xn conclusion, a transportation problem
may be postulated and the at« of estimated costs shown
In calculating a reasonable cost ia a specific situa«
tien. Issua« the following circumstance«
Location of school Oneida Co«
Pupils to be transported (involv-
ing the purchase of a 45 cap. bus) 42
Daily route mileage 40
Lays operated 190
The calculation of reasonable annual oostsi
Annual capital oosts (fron Table XX) $455*39
Annual contract cost* (from Table
XXXIV) 790.57
Yariable operating coetst
40 x 190 x 1.04998 (from Table XLIV) В79.6Й
Total reasonable annual cost $16£в.&1
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If it wore desired to use the r*<rreg. ion eouaticn for
calculation of variable operating c:fts, instead of
the siEple average, two further assumption»
hare to be made:
Road index (arerage) ¿7
Stops per ail« (ауегьйе) 1*0
The calculation would then be:
Annual capital cost* (fro» Tabl* XX) $455.39
Annual contract cotti (from Table XXXI?) 790.57
Variable operating coats
Fixed sum $1.077947
StOpf por Mlle 1*0 X f.0£l846 .OU245
Boad index £7 x 4,001775 .047-:- í 5
4« x 40 x 190 X I1.14711Í 874.87
1000
Total reasonable annual cost
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ТЯ] IULITÏ OF TBAMSPORTAIIOli ÖBRVICB.
ITS MZASURBKEMT, AMD 1ТБ RELÁTIOMSHIP TO
TBS COST OF TRA&SPOKÏAXXOM
.-
Th* preceding chapter dealt with an analysis of
the raw cost« of school bue transportation and with the
'
estimate of reasonable raw cost. Ho accounting was
•ad« of th« real елеte, the expenditure In relation to
the quality of service provided, beyond the assump-
tlon that the quality of service met the requirement»
set up by th« Publie Service Commission and the State
Department of Education. Hor has any study reviewed
by this writer attempted to seek, in quality, a cause
fer variation in the cost of transportation despite
the reasonable supposition that the effectiveness of
the service provided, and th« Duality of the ecnip-
aent used and of the services purchased for Its or>«r-
ation and maintenance will all reflect In the total
. .
cost of transportation. This вау have been due to «
lack of an objective, numerical measure of quality,
Such a measure was developed, in 1933, in the
Buegsegger Bcaie for the measurement of the quality
and effectiveness of school bus transport ;lon
- .
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(«ce page« 76-81 aad appendix)« It is the purpose of
this chapter to aake an analysis of the quality of the
transportation service« provided in selected districts,
as measured on the Ruegsegger «cale, and to discover
any relationship that aay exist between the quality of
transportation service and its cost.
Ruogsegger Scale, al-
ready described, aeasures the quality of service under
six heading«!
1« The r*gttlarity of eerrice.
8. Its aonrenlene* to the pupili transported.
S. The degree of comfort provided pupil« In
trajas por ta t io n.
.
4, The provisions made for security against
jury to pupil«.
5» The quality of the conveyance used and of
•ainten*nee service.
6, The quality of the driver personnel hired.
Copies of the scale were sent to 69 districts. Because
of unusual eircunstanoes existent at the time and of
the labor involved la scoring a transportation systea,
only 1* school« returned completed scores. The writer
then visited £7 school« «coring the transportation
systems. Complete cost and route data were at hand
for these 40 districts. The scores on eleven schools
not originally Included in this study bat «cored in
VMuL.
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the »an« school year were included in the analysi»
to check the reliability of the data fathered»
IABLB XLVII
SCORES OF QUALITY., AS М1ЕЯМП OM Tul
RübOßbGGiJv SCALE, II 40 AMD IX 51 CEHTRAL DISTRICTS
Low Scores
High Score» Average
S со гц я
40
DUt.
51
Dist,
40
Diet.
51
Diet.
40
Diet.
61
Diet.
Regularity
117
10£
7k
M
195
184
185
185
185
180
110
£00
£85
801
168.9
189,8
Conrea! ence
Comfort
Security
Conveyance
Personnel
Total
^jual^ty
85
ÏH
103.4
108.0
161.9
195.8
172,7
110. S
104.7
162.0
194.9
171.6
at
110
£00
£85
SOI
125
ш
155
7J9
709
Jp4
Щ
70.:)
:?;.. з
It ia obeerTable, from an exanination of the above table,
•
that the addition of 11 district» increased the seorinf
range downward in the partial score» of regularity» con-
venience and comfort, in each cas« a new low being
created. It It of interest to note, however, that, in
spite of the creation of new low »core», the addition
^
of district» raised the average score» in each of these
•«_ ... .
three »ub-diYieions, In no ca»e, ezeent in those men-
tioned, did the added districts affect range. The aver-
age score» were all changed «lightly, the changes vary-
fAayvjs« ГЬе ffQ-'jSjeji
ing from increases of 1.7 in the average of scores on
convenience and comfort to a decrease of 1.1 in the
average of scores on quality of personnel. The
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•verag. of total .core» va» decreased t.O points fro«
878.0 to 870.0. The fact that the addition of »leren
di.trlete change« the average» »o .lightly (le., than
оае-fonrth of one per cent) «a» accepted a* indicating
that the пшгЪег of observation» «a» »efficient to give
reliability to the etudy.
•core, la quality of »ervlce in the Bl district.
a» »hovn in Table »Till.
TARI.к YT.WTTT
01
Cl».. Liait»
of District!. Атегай, of Cla«
•MWW ijwrm
High Score
»he .соте, raned fro« 798 to 944 «1th a. average of
370. The faet that «h« mean and aedlan .ooree are so
•lo.e indloate. a FÄatlTely eren dl.trlbutlo» of
••erea, with a few more echool. below the average than
abore. The Bu.f.«g er scale haa not been rtdaly «eed,
•o it may be .aid that no norwu .core, again.t ihich
'
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the aehooli of thi. atudy «an be compared, exi.ta. The
•corea are beliered generally to be high, howerer,
reflecting the high standard of «Quipaent and servie«
found in lev lork «tat«. A better under.tandlng of
total .core« and their distribution 4« gained by
«anination of the p«.rtial «core, recorded in the
•lx diri.i«na of the .«ale and in their «ub-dlri-iona.
В«Ш§1Ш 9t itmg,Q. The адаиагу of .cor«, under
Begularity of Berrice and it« aub-diri.lon. 1«
i« table XLIX. The c.thod of «ooring All be *1те»
•nlj »cant de.criPtion here, because i% i. ftüUy «.
plained in the eopy of the ftaeg«ef r«r Scale in the
appendix. The reader ia urged to examine tbi» care-
fully . tnoviedg« tf tb. aettoe ef
to interpretation of the ««orea*
The total »«ore* uwî«r regulailty «f .«rrlce
raried from 10i to the perfeet eeor. of IBB, with an
атег»«е of l£8. The 3«neral excellence of eerrice,
with regard to regularity, it attested by the faot
that only four of the 51 districta were giren a .cor«
of les в than ISO and by the fa«t that 10 dletrict«
re««ired perfeet .corea. Anlyai. of the., .corei
r«4Uirea exaaination of the «ub-diriaion. under
Regularity.
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Percentage of trio« made. A perfect record of trip*
шше la given a score of 40 with a deduction» fron the
possible score, of 4 for e&eh per cent of tripe missed
because of breejt-doTO in equipment or ineleaent weather,
school being in session с t the tice, Booretv J* the 61
41etriet» ranged fron Зв to 40 with ав average of 40
( computation being to the neareet integer) « Forty
three of the 51 districts received oerfect scores. The
low score of se indiшtes that in one district on« per
cent of the total trips vero «issed. Assuoing a schrcl
year of 190 days, each day represent« ,5-jf of the year1 s
э »eratlon. One per cent of total trips, then, means an
average of t*o days' operation per bus Biased in the
low aeore district. The average score of 40 indicates ;.n
average of lesa toan l/в of one per cent missed for all
distrietc.
PegoenW^e of 5г1ла on У*-ШЙ- A perfect гвсэгс oá*
SUl trips nado OB tine is given a seore value of 50 in
the Ruegseg^er Scale, with a deduction cf Б points aade
for each per cent of tripe raaoe late. X» tills subdivision,
scores for the 61 district* varied fren 40 to the per-
fect score of 60, with an *«ЧГ*Ж* M <Mk. fw*nty-elxt
or half, of tiie districts ach'.evôd D erf act scores. The
lev acore of 40 Indicates that, in the low ««ore
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district, busses were late S% of the tine, an »Tarage
•f 4 tieee yearly for each bus. The average acore of 48
»ho«» an averag» number Of tardy trip« por bus per year
of losr than one.
perfect record of trip» Bad« by the regular driver va»
given a score of &5 with a deduction of 4 points made
for each one per cent of tripe made by a substitute
driver» ffc* u ее of a subs t'tute с river doe« not assure
inferior service» but too frequent a use of substi-
tute» indicates unsettled conditions not desirable.
The scores iu this eeetion ranged fron 9 to £• with an
average tf tfi« Twelve schools went through the year
without the u»o of a substitute« The average of ЕЕ,
off ¿ Jointe or Ш from the ,. erf cet FCO re, ¿«tfieate»
that the schools were weakest in this subdivision un-
der regularity* The low score of 9 shows that in one
district substituto» wero used 4? of the time or an
average of в days per bus. The average of 22 shows e
иге of substitute drivers for an »urorage of one and
a half day» yearly for aecfa bus,
i?erc.eptfai£e of ty-y^ дндс..£. t,'-/....г.^у(«^«аг bus« The
perfect »coro in this *ub-division, given in those
oa»es where all trips are made by the bus regularly
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aasigned to the rout«, is 20, with a deduction of 4
points being made for each per cent of trips made
by a substituto but. The «cores in the 51 ai strict»
ranged from 0 to 20 vith an average of 19« This range
of 20 point« 1« the widest recorded in any of the eub-
diYisiona und«r regularity of service, but the high
average of 19 shows the zero score to be unusual and
that little use of aubstitute of substitut« busses is
to b« exp«ct«d. Forty-three of the 51 district« used
no aubstitute busses. The average acor« shows the us«
of a substitut« bus for on« trip (aorning or after-
noon) annually for «ach rout«.
Significance of acores on sub-divisions under
regularity of service» The soores on regularity of
servie« varied fro« 102 to 135. A review of the
aooring of the sub-divi*ions shows which of these
are of greateat significance to t-, u l score under the
heading of regularity. Percentage of trips cade end
percentage of substitute buaaea used show fewer vari-
ations from the perfect score and these within a nar-
row range (excepting the one apparently unusual score
Under percentage of aubstitute huesee used). Perc«nt-
ag« of trips on time, however, and percentage of tripa
by substitute drivers show greater frequency in
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variation from the perfect score «ad greater rang« in
»uch variation. To these two §ub-dlTl»ion» moat of
the Tariatlon in the total regularity acore can be
traced. |
.
Convenience of aervine. Convenience to the pupil
in transportation service is measured, in the Huegs-
•fger Scale, in terms of the diatanoe pupils have to
walk, the tin« they are required to wait for the buasea,
and the time they are on buaaea in traveling to and
fron school. A summary of the »core» on oonvenienoe
of servie« for 51 central diatriots is given in Table L.
Scores varied from 72 to 120 with an average of
108. But one district achieved a perfeet acore. The
wide range in score indicates significant differences
in policy with regard to the provision of service
convenient to the pupil but it ia observable that only
eight of the districts received a score less than 100
with the average of 108 representing a high degree
of convenience in the transportation service provided.
Study of the variations in the elements that make up
the convenience score is essential to an understand-
ing of the acore Itself.
Percentage of DU u Us f.fln'fnjf- This sub-division
deals with the distance pupils are required to walk
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fro« their home« to the bus. A perfect »core of 35 is
granted in those ease» where no pupils weIk over * .
qubrter of * Aile. Deduc tions «re шла* fer the ; er-
eentage of pupils walking over that distance. The
•corea varied fro« 0 to 35 with *n average acore of >0.
Ten schools had * perfeet score. The various с nbina-
tlona of distance» and penalty deductiona a:6ke it im-
possible to interpret these acorea in terme of pupila
and distances extct.y but tto general high quality of
average performance la realized when it la understood
Chat the average acore of 30 would be achieved In a
district where only 8 per cent of the pupils walked
over a> quarter of t Jail« to the bus, none of thea walk-
ing over half a mile.
Percentage of aupila waiting. Percentage of pupila
welting refers to those situations where busses make
«ore than one trip and pupila are required to »ait,
after school is uismisaed, for ft bat to make it« seaood
trip. The scores varied froa 0 to 30 with the high aver*
a¡;e of 27. ThArty-flvo of th» 51 diatrlctt had perfeot
acores. High standard of aervice ia indicated by the
fact that the average aoore «eana that but luí of the
pupils r.ait for busses, none over 20 ninutea.
Average tiac on bus. Thu Evera^e time spent by
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on busse a is, in the Buegseg^er 6c*l*, к i ven
ideally ас lee» than 20 minutes, vlth л point acor« of
35 liven for that condition. An average tie« of from
20 to 40 minute« le scored 30 pointai 4l tu 60 minutes
19 points; «of« than an hour 5 points. Scores for the
section ranged from 21 to 35 with ад average of 32.
Bight diatrleta Achieved the perfeot aeore. The low
score of 21 indicates that, in the low scoriae district
the average tine epent by pupila on buases «aa leas
than 40 minutes. The avcrac« acore of 33 indicates
the avara«« tiae fer all di&tricts to b« less than 20
minutes.
Pupil• transported. This auto-division under ooa-
venieno« refera to a measurement of tbt are* «round tha
aobool within which pupila at« not transported. Scorea
varied from 10 to 20 «itb the high average «f 19. To«
io« score shove that no school r«fua«a tranaportatloa
to pupila vho live a mil« or more frum the acbool. In«
average acor« Of 19 indicates the general acceptance of
lea:, fer j imita, the naual si tu u llora being that all papila
то« living in the central Tillage «re transfert*4.
aignif icfauce of . etrt Acaras ui>áer Conveuience to
th« Puuil. The total secret on convenience to pupila
ranged from 72 to 120, Variations in score aeem to ris«
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chiefly out of variation» in the part scores of per-
centage of pupils walking and the percentage of pu-
pil» waiting. The first of these showed A range of
35 point» and a fairly constant relationship to total
scores, with but 10 district» showing saxismm score»»
The second «a**»'» ttnge of thirty points, also »bo**
ing relationship to total scores, but with 35 districts
•bowing perfect scores. Only 8 schools achieved per-
fect score» ¿a the »ection on time spent on bu» and
the section showed a range of 13 point», but there seems
little relationship between the scores in this »ееtion
*' -чг ( ' т, < ' i ;ГЛ • ¿i, '' ' '.: *' -VC vf ¿i; f -'л •'
•л * i ' »Í
and total convenience sooree. the »aje» is true of pu-
rl i
pil» transported, a »eetlon in which 46 of 51 schools
V * i '. . Î
received perfect score»,»
Comfort of juuils. The division OB oowfort In the
Ruegsegger Scale measures the provisions made for the
comfort of pupils in term» of too pereentage of cross-
-0 ''•'• ¿*f ' '2 ' i : ' ^ 1 í "; é
wise seats, the percentage of se&ts padded, the per-
centage of bodies meeting present »tato regulation»
and the decree of overload ing. Д» shown in Table LI,
.*"• ' ** v f " £ : fT'
the score» ranged fro« S3 to no, with an average of
103. Sixteen schools achieved the perfect «core.
' , . -; •. -.' J
Significant cause» for this v**i*fie» »r4 e|L»coverable
by examination of the sub-divisions under eoafort.
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Percenter:« of сгон»»!»» ae&tb. The He* York áUate
Department *f education now require« that only Imaaoa
«rltb forward racing ae&ta be pur с M« «A. Of the busses
purcoaaeu before the paaaing of this regulation, a
few with longitudinal i aeata «till remain. Scores la
this «иЬ-olvision ranged frj« 21 to 25 with »a aver-
age of 25. Forty-four schools had perfect aeorea. The
fftaftage of tiir.e aasurva that scores in this tootion
•ill become autoffiJiticftlly perfect*
Percentage of padded seat». Т ho aeats In »ebool
basées in K«* York S te to are required by regulation
to be padded, the acore for all bustea and all districts
automatically 25 , the perfect acoro.
Percentage of bodia» geetiru at&t«
The conatant raiaing of s ta to etand&rda for achool bua
equipment f not retro-bctire, moana the exiatenc« in
«to« at any given time, of s -a« buaaea that do not
»eet the roguiation» of that time. The tmount of iaf
••ponda on (1) the rapidity of change in mlnlmua
•tandarda and (2) the number of bvaaea tbPt o««t only
the ainlmum st*;;dard at time of purchaao. The aeorea
in thia aub-aectlon ranged fro» 15 to 30 with the
high average of 29* Forty schools achieved perfect
scores. The probable explanation of *o high an
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ay«r*ge »core lies in the general purcheae of equip-
ment in excess of the ninumum requirements of the
átate.
Percentage »t •werToadljM« Of greatest aignifl-
_ .
to the variations in tcUl score under confort
••к
are the variations in score under the sub-division
dealing with the degree of overloading of busses. The
.
acores varied fro« 0 to 30, with an average of 24.
Bineteen of the distrleta reported perfect scores. The
section indicates the prevalence of a degree of over-
loading. Buch overloading, of course, siay not exceed
the overload of 15£ of rated seating capacity per-
•iasable under the ruling of the lev Xork State Pub-
Ä
lie Service Commission.
significance of partial acores under the heading
of comfort. Total acorea under coofort varied fro» 83
to 110. Thia variation of 27 pointa waa due only in
»light degree to the presence of longitudinal seats or
to the persistence in use of bodies the t fail to meet
•täte regulations and not at all to the presence of
unpadded seats, there being none of these. All signifi-
cant variationa in comfort arise out of the degree of
*Г£«
overloading, acores In this sub-section shoving a rang«
of 30 points, from tero to 30, with only 19 of 51
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achools ehowinii no deviation from th* ooaeibl« «cor*.
Security of the PUPil Security to the pupil
in the Ruegaeggor Scale, la »easured in tern» of the
number of accidenta to pupila, bodily injury insur-
ante carried, »upcrrlaion of the route, the presence
of haaarda on the route and the prorieion for firat
aid to iiijurec pupus. ;ne aeorea on security
fro« 135 to 200 with an average of 16*. But one achool
achieved a perfect »core. A »unary of the »corea on
I
coatfort and it» sub-divisions is ahown in Table LIZ.
Of £ reatest sifnlficance to variation» in tnese »corea
»r» the variation» in the sub-section on supervision
of route, on the existence of haaarda, and on firat
aid provision», a» is ahown in an analysis of the
scores. «.
-
Percentage of PUDils injured, the excellent
record of le* ï гк school búa transportation, with re-
gard to accident», 1» exemplified by the fac% that in
one achool year and in 51 districts but »even acci-
uents were reported, only one of which required the
aervicea of a physician. Score» varied from 6Э to 65,
•
with an average of 65. Forty-four schools reported
perfect record», or no accident».
' ' В
Insurance carrHtf- The Auegaegger Scale givea a
A
\
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perfto t мог« of ¿0 to t hos« di* trie ti t bat oarry t h«
inaur»nce required or гесе*веи4е<1 Ъу th« »ut«. A
bodily injury оотегасе of l500O/fO,000 for »«dium »lie
bus»«» is required in lew ïork fitate. I« ««tool «ar-
rio» 1««» than thiai most carry mor«, a» i« shown in
ТеЫ« AXXI. TIM «oor«« for «««h of th* 51 die trie t»
studied we», therefore, 40.
•mtttTTlflgn of гоЦ^^Ж- »eperrieion, in this ••«-
tion, rerere to the ridlnf of • rout« by • coep«t«nt
«gent to «up«rvls« th« Man&g«v«nt of pupil« end th«
characteristic« of t m route. 8Ut««n district» re-
ported no euch «upenrieion; 29 dietricts reported
•ach rout« «uperrieed annually but not a« frequently
a« monthly; «in diatriot« r«port«d «ach rout« aup«r-
Tised monthly. The «cor«» ranged from 0 to 30 with
an avetfag« of 9» indicating that the average of
all districts ia superrislon of th« rout«« »omethlng
lee» than on« annually.
Haaard on route. The ne«sûrement of haiards
(«•• definition of hacard in the copy of th« !tu«gs«g~
g«r icale in th« appendix) on a rout« is recorded
by d«duetiuns from th« perfect ««or« of 40, given to
th« rout« on which no hasard «xi«t«. Scores in this
«ub-s«ction variad from 5 to 40, with an ay«rag«
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of гл. The low seer« indicates t;::-t, In the lev »core
dlatriet» an average of шоу« than four hasard* per
rout« <«re found. Th« average »ocre of S£ dletrlcti
indicate! an average of в little »or« than on« hacard
par route. Th« scoring on hasarda brings up two
problema: (1) the fact that. In apita of careful defin-
ition, tae ^eaaxire-e-nts of hazards la at leatt parti/
sub4uctív«¿ and (S) the question aa to whether a dis*
tri et ahottld be penallced in aeoring for the existence
of haz&rls «fríen, by careful о era 11- n, It avoldj? ecci-
dente.
' ' ' .,
>|lrat ai<^ nrovisignj. Under the aub-a action on
first aid proYiaions, eeieh district is awarded 10 pointa
for the proviaion of flrat aid equipment with additica-
al pointa up to 15 allowed, dependent on the percent-
age t>f drivers trained in firet aid »kil e. The pro-
TiaJLoB of firat aid equipment on each bua ia Ttanda-
tory in lew lork Otate« Scorea, then, ranged fro« 10
to £0 with an average of 16» Ten schools had perfect
acores, that ia, had «11 of their drivera trained in
firat aid« The avérai?« acore of 16 ahowa that 400 of
«11 of the drivers in 51 diatrieta had received firat
aid training.
• • - : •.-.-•••.•
г ,;^л gccreg цд(1сг security.
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Total scores under security varied 65 pointe from 135
to 200. Contributing to this variation are the varia-
tions in the scores of supervision of th« rout«, with к
rung« of 30 points, hazards on th« rout«, with a rang«
of 35 points, and provisions for first aid to injured
pupils, with a rang« of 15 points. Th« number of in-
juries to pupils contributed very little to the varia-
tion in security score, insurance carried nothing at
all.
Conveyance.. Th« quality of the conveyance used
in transportation contributes directly to the quality
of service rendered. Inadequate equipment, or ade-
quate équipaient maintained in ineffective fashion,
leads inevitably to inadequate service. The Ruegseg-
ger Scale measures the selection of equipment in terms
of weight capacity and of purchase and present value,
and measures its effective use in terms of capacity
utilisation, inspection, housing and servicing.
Score« on conveyance in the 51 districts studied,
varied from 13Л to 225» with an average of 196.
Table LXII shows the distribution of scores in the
measurement of conveyance and the part scores in
it* sub-divisions. Examination of the sub-scores
indicates the factor as significant to variations
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Cl»e* Blitr
of
130-139
2
20
150-159
1
20
170-179
6
2O
130-139
8
20
190-199
a
20
200-209
10
20
210-219
12
20
220-225
4
20
Low SCOT*
IS
High Score
20
Arerage Seer«
20
...
»umber of Pw-
f«et SCOT*« 49
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la tía« eoavey&nee «core.
*tífJrtl IJBUliT- »eight capacity, the cha*«l«
•eignt per rated pupil capacity, an Indication of the
adequacy of etptipaeat «elected, i«, In the Ячев««*гег
все!*, aoored •« follow«:
Weight per wupil place
101-1SC Iba.
lfcO-150 £5
76-100 It
Orer 150 IB
Le«« «neu 75
боогеа varied free 1в to 86, with an average of 68* The
hifb атегаке «met be attributed to the feet that the «e-
leetlon of buc«e« 1« subject to approval by the State De-
¡b> Finffir*
partment of Education, and approval i a withheld If ex-
ee«aea ia «eight In either dlreetloa le apparent*
1*а twe««« ч- -er
Average load, Utilisation of rated «eating capacity
ie scored, la the Ruegeeg^er Scale, a« follow«;
Utilisation Score
al-100JÏ £B
76-~Ojb 1ft
BO-7Wt ^ С
Lee« than 6OÍ 0
Store« la tai« «eetioa varied froa S te »S, with ал
average of ti» ttxirtv« three of the 51 «t «tríete report-
ed 100* utilisation« The lew «core of 5 »hows one
«chool to be uetwf le« в then 78^ of Its »ectln^ oupaoity.
**• average eoore of SB eennot be interpreted la term«
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of percentage utilisation because utilisation over 100JÍ
iв not scored. The actual average for all district
was over 1QOJÍ utilisation*
Liât arlce. In the ltaega+#ger Scale, the nur-
•has« priée of reblóles per rated seating eapaaity is
included as a tteaeure of quality, aasueing that more
expensive busses are better busses« 1/ the method of
scoring follows.
Purchase Priée Score
Above fT» • LÏ-
61-76 16
î?6-50 S
^ Less than ?. Б О
Scores varied from 16 to £5 with an average ef £5. Forty-
ei¿bt of the 61 districts reported a perfect «core, that
is, a purchase price for busses averaging over $76 per
pupil place* la no ease «ere »urchase prices less than
|50 per pupil place reported*
. . . t • . '
rr:.7ynt valu- r ^efaftfllM- The present value of
equipment* depeadlng on purchase price ani«. age, and
used as a measure of quality, vas determined by allow-
ing I£ij5 depreciation annually* It is scored as follows«
Present value ;>er place Score
Above 176 £0
51-76 lf>
26-60 10
Less than £6 0
«« appendix» Ru*gscg¿er Scale* p.78.
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TAT! cd from 0 to SO, with an «wage of 15, light
districts were scored 86 9 showing thetr equipment to
have « present traía« of acre than $76 por pupil plaee,
mMIl Г! Г lH là» If footlr» brakes, of «it*
•oat Importance to safo driving, was measured la tone
of the distance required to atop buss«* moving at 80
ш!1оа aa hour. <&***
Stovplug distance Boor«
SO-SO foot 85
Leas thaa SO foot 50
Leas thorn SO foot б
All huesos oro inspected at least four times annually by
the agents of the Public Service Comal»»Ion, the require-
ment of the comaissloa being that busses, traveling at
SO miles an hour bo stoppable im 88 feet. Busses ro-
QUirlmg more thaa that distance to atop are not permit-
tod to remain im servloe. Scores la this section varied
from SO to ae, with am average of 84. Forty-one schools
reported a perfect score«
FrtlBtM* uf JMoectloiu Inspection, an item in the
effective maintenance of busses and In safe travel, it
scored from 5 to 90 la the Ruogsoggor Score Card,
Frequency of Inspection Score
Weekly 80
Twice a month ;.*•
Monthly £5
•ore thaa weeicly к»
Loss thaa monthly S
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lu thia eeotlon Yarled fro« 6 to 50, »1th *n
average of ££. BMI lo« rccr*, В, report«* by fix
diatriota, indicate» no inspection other than that
by the a tat« in*i>eotor. Twenty aehocia raported la-
a pec t ion u« often as once a month«
eaeential to offeotire operation of buesea. Claaai-
fled aooordiag to the proriaion of or Uek of heat
to ownerehlp, housing faeilitiea are rated
la the эепаег ahow» balo».
School owned ¿arag« Ôeore
%•
¿и
Prirat. g.r.g.
_ .
Onheate* в
The aoorea varied froa 5 to 80 with an average of 15«
liaeteea dietricta roportod the aaiiowi »core, iadieat-
Ing that the/ stored all of their buaaee In acaool
o»mo49 heated garagoa»
ftfYilJiM йГ eiltflBih On tho itasumption that, «here
servicing ia done by achool hired «oohaalca, it is »ore
promptly «na ofrieiently done, the Buegse^er Scale
raluea auoh aorricing by a point acore of £B, aerrlclng
by outslcko agenta being Tfclued at 15 t»ointa» £ corea
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in this section ranged from 1ft to S«, with mm average
of 80« Twemty-eight districts reported ell servic-
ing done by school hired mechanics.
*«*v
, The susoensiom of busses
from service by the state Inspectors is an indication
of inadequate inspection and maintenance. Scores varied
from 18 to SO, with but two districts reporting varia-
tions from the perfect score» Several districts re-
ported the discovery, by state inspectors, of minor
In xbe «et.
defects in equipment, all of which were remedied im-
mediately and the busses approved by service» the
faot that such defects existed for discovery by state
inspectors, however, it ea indication of inadequate
inspection by local agents»
Significare e of oart scores unaftl* conveyance»
loores on conveyance varied from 184 to 8£B, a range
of 91 points« A review of the sub-divisions under
conveyance show that, of the nine sections, four were
of comparatively little significance as contributor«
to variations in the total conveyance score.
1. Weight capacity per rated seating capacity,
with a range of 10 points, but with only 8
districts out of 51 varying from the perfect
score of 25, is relatively unimportant in
its significance to the conveyance score-
£• Purchase priée of conveyance, with « rango
of 10 points, but again with a nfttff*"*
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he eloajmmtor of variant« («) from the perfect
score of 86, seems also to contribute lit-
tle to tht octal variation In the conveyance
score«
e3*rw «f IfmM•. S t ta of
8* The braking power of busses, measured in
teres of stopping distance* with a range of
but 5 points, and with 41 or the 81 districts
awarded perfect scores, seeas of little sig-
nificance«
4« Suspension of busees with a scoring range of
ft only» and with two districts of tl showing
a defection fron the possible £0 point score,
contributed almost nothing to the variation
in total score«
The significant sources of variation in the conveyance
score are to bo sought in the regaining five sub-sec-
•f dri тwf ¿n 9ЛМИ1 of «пасу яде*-* е»^1* rjejaut« с teupa»
tIons,
length nt aafvla«, —'JH. ïÉr* «gejittl**» «né
Average load, with a range of 80 peints, and
with IS districts varying from the possible
score of 85, was of madium importance in its
significance to total score under the head-
Ing of conveyance«
Present value of equipment, also with a ranee
of 80 points, bat with 4» of tha tl districts
scoring less than the maximum score of 20. Is
a major contributor to variations in the total
score«
8, The frequency of inspection of busees showed
a wide variation (80 points) in seor» with 51
of 51 schools suffering deductions fron the
passible score, thus contributing heavily to
variations in the conveyance score»
'?
4« Bousing, with a variation of 15 points, and
with 88 of tl schools receiving less than
the naxiffium £0 points, must also be consid-
ered a heavy contributor to total variation«
t* The method of servicing, with a variation of
but 10 points, but with SI variants from the
perfect score, also is significant in its re-
lation to conveyance score«
S«
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The closeneis and the consistency variations la score
of the last thro« variants to the variation In total
conveyance s cor« of parti cularly noticeable. It IB of
Interest to not«, also, that better scores could prob»
ably be gained la these three it «as without caterlal
Increase in costf.
Quality of QgffTltlM ¡el« Za school bus
transportation, • high quality of driver personnel
la an essential to both security and regularity of
service* The Ruegsegger Scale measures the quality
of drivers in tersa of sex» age, experience, occupa-
tion, length of serviее, «аде* physical condition, and
character» In 61 central districts, the scores oa
personnel varied free 185 to £01, with an average of
178« The distribution of scores on driver personnel»
and the scores of the eight cléments that aak« up the
personnel acore, are shown la Table LIT, To deter-
mine the significant sources of the variation of 86
points la score, examination of the separate sub-
divisions is necessary.
Sex of driver» The Ruegseggor Scale gives male
drivera a point score of 15 as against a score of 6
for female drivera OB the ground that a man*a great-
er physical atrength aa'¿es hia more effective la
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Character
of Drlw*
25
Claw
15U-159
160*169
170-179
19CK199
200-Ä10
40
41
Э9
«t
41
44
31
45
a
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and la making minor repair« on the road,
Zn the fifty-one districts, operating 3£4 busses, but
two women drivers were found« Score* varied from 17
to 80, with an average of £0, and with only two dis-
tricts showing deviation from the perfect score*
igt p,f, a rivera. The score value given age cata-
gories in the Ruegteg^er Scale is as follows»
Aie Score
Under 18 0
18-EO 10
£1-30 20
31-56 ;:?
66-65 10
отет ее о
Regulations of the State Department of Education of lew
Тот« State do not permit the use of drivers under SI
fears of age, so that the first two classification! have
no application to this study. The scores of the 61
districts varied from 16 to 85 with an average of £3.
Twenty district« reported a «core of 26, all of their
drivers being within the 31-¿6 age group«
lenoe in this section is defined as experience in
merelal driving of truck», busses or taxis prior to
the time of employment by the school district in-
volved, Experience in years is valued as follows!
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30
25
20
10
0
Experience Score
More than 5 years
*H 1-2
Some—less than 1
Hone 0
Scores in 51 districts varied from 0 to 30, witfc an
•»•ГАС* of 23. Seven schools reported all of their
drivers as having more than 5 years experience. The
average of 23 indicates an average experience of from
2 to 5 years.
Occupation of drlverf. School bus driving is in
general a part-time Job, the drivers usually being em-
ployed in some capacity, during the hours when not driv-
ing, either by the school authorities or in some out-
side employment. This section measures the value to
driving service of non-driving occupations, the occu-
pations being scored as followsi
Occupation Score
Mechanic drivers 20
Other drivers 15
Janitor drivers 10
Teacher drivers 10
Student drivers 5
Student drivers are not permitted in Bew York State
(see age situation, page 182) and the use of teachers
as drivers, while not forbidden, ie discouraged. The
1(4) &¿-
scores varied from 10 to 20, with an average of 15.
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. . ЛЛЯ^.А
Buch «a average Indicate! that the number of mech-
anic drireri must just offeet the nuaber of janitor
drivers.
Length of service of drivers. Permaney of »enrice
i« not direct assurance of superior driving. It doe»,
however, indicate acquaintance with routine and with
pupil*, and a generally satisfactory employment reía-
1
tionehip that aasurea a smoothly functioning organisa-
ty-ÎiAÏ^ гсПОО!« 1ЯП~
tion. The acore value attributed to length of ter-
vice, in yeara, followat
Length of service Score
Continuous 25
Höre than 5 years
|;| r Inferior se; *° ^yaicei de-
fects *n ¿¡Î. then x ™ * fiuege.
Scores varied froa 8 to 25 with an average of 21. line
schools had s seort of 25. The surprisingly low seore
of в occurred in a district where drivers had engaged
In a strike for higher wages, all but the chief driver
being replaced at »id-year. The average score Indi-
cates an average tere of service over 3 years.
Wage» of drivers. Wages of drivers, in the
Ruegsegger Scale, is, like the price of busses (see page
154), used as a measure of quality on the assumption
л «¿ч. r^atsot «ith children and
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that e higher wbje rat* «ill attract auperior
into employment a* but drivera, the »core vtlue given
various lévela of wage variée from 5 to 20, • •
Wage per day Score
ttore than 44 20
$3-44 20
•2-13 . 15
U-sb than $2 5
Scores varied from 15 to 20, with an &verane of 18. Twen-
ty-nine aohooli reported the maximum score of 25, indi-
cating a «age rate for all driver« in those districts
of $3 or «;•: re,
.
Physical examination of drivera. A physical exam-
ination -i drivera Bay be а neana of preventing acci-
dent or generally inferior aervlee due to phyaical de-
fects on the purt of the driver. The Ruegeeg.er Scale
gives a 25 point score wfcore drivera are examined «n-
nunliy, 15 pointa «here they are examined at the time
of employment, and a zero score «here no examination at
all la given. Scores for the 51 districts varied from
0 to 25» «ith an average of 11. Yventy-aix, or half
*•!** • \ , ' • Î .1
of the schools, reported that they required no physical
examination of bus drivera« Sixteen schools had all
drivers examined annually.
Character of drivers. School bus drivers, in
their work, are in eonatant contact «ith children and
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for that reas :>n should be as carefully selected, fro«
toa viewpoint of cntn»cter, a« ara teeners. Tha
nuegaegger Scale ratas nine charactariatioa of driv-
ers, ¿iving aaeh a scoring ranga of 6 pointa« fro» 0
to 5« Tha niño characteristics are attire personal
cleanliness, clean speech and expression, freedom froa
objectionable habita, sobriety, wholesome temperament
and attitudes, courtesy and friendilneaa, ability to
maintain discipline, and general sural uprightness.
The scoring of thaaa oharacterlatica ia admittedly
subjective, ßcores ranged from 31 to Л5, with an aver-
age of ¿I. It is interesting to note that three acor-
• •'.-•' • • « ;
er» rated all of their drivera perfect in all nina
charaetarlatica.
Significance of part score under driver »ersonnel.
The »cores on dflrer personnel ranged 66 pointa from
135 to, 101, Bevie* of the sub-division* under person-
nel revéala that aex of driver, with a range of but 3
points, and drivera* vag« with a range of 5 pointa only
are not aerioua contributions to the varlationa in the
• • i . . i J .
personnel score. Tha remaining elementa, with range
.' ' i » •
and nunber of variations from the perfect scora ra-
viewed balov, coatribAita aignificantly to the total
variation«
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•coring lamber of variation»
Rang« fro« the perfect «core
Age of driver 10 31
Experience 30 44
Occupation 10
Length of »ervlce 17 42
Fby»leal exaaine-
tlon 25 35
Character U &
•limifleance of the ше^ог diviaiona of the Ruea»eg-
ter Scale to total quality »core, the lait several
pages have been devoted to an examination of the ele-
ment» of quality a» measured by the Rueftegger Scale
and of the icorlng »ignificance of those element» to
ai m
the fix major diviaion» of the tóalei regularity of
•enrice, convenience, coafort, aecurity of the pupil,
the quality of the conveyance, and the quality of
driver personnel. It la intereat next to examine
the major division» in their relationship to the
total quality »cor« and to diecover which of these
are of greater or less significance in their contri-
bution to variation» in the total quality »core.
Table L? ahowa the 51 district» groupe* according to
jNráttf
total »core with the average »cere of each group in
each of the major »ub-divislon» of the »cale.
Xxaœination of the table »how» some »ееtion» of
•
more and some of lesser significance in their contribu-
tion to total »core.
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1. R««
*
и*»** ****•
jíortijBd*
• ouï ft.8
О«£оМ te
OOOO £0
r*.
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1* Regularity of service, with ¿0 district«
achieving perfect records, vita the relatively narrow
rans« of 23 point«, an..1, wit* aa average acor« bit f.t
point« bel->» the maJimam »core, it of relative unim-
portance to the variation in total «core. The eon*
•latency of Ita гelation*hip to total ec.re it, how-
ever, яы-ked.
2» Convenience of «erfiee with * range of 4Л
volata» an average of 9.7 pointa below the poesibie
teere, and »ith 50 of 91 Mhool« ahovine va г it ti. n
from the possible »core, it of médius importance to to-
tal »cor*. The iaooaaiaten«7 of the relationship be-
tveen eonvenience an4 total scores sus -est« that tbe
condition« of dittaiM« walked and time «pent waiting
for busse (the aignifieant elementa under convenience,
see page 146), art n t markedly different in high and
low score dletrlctt.
3. Comfort, «ith the narrow range of IV pointa,
vita an average bat 5*3 pointe belo* the poaaible max-
imum, ana «ith 16 school« reporting the maxl&um «oore,
is, ilk« regularity Of servie«, relatively inconse-
quent in ita contribution to varie tion» la total «core.
4. Security, with a range of 65 pointa, with an
average 38 pointa belo* the perfect acoré, and «ith
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bat one school «coring perfectly, it a Mjor contributor
to variations in total quality. The consistency of
relationship between the security score and total score
ia marked.
.':'.:~:
5. The quality of the conveyance also proved to
be a source of significant variation» in total score.
But one school received the maximum score] the range
in score (91 points) is the widest of any of the di-
visions of the scale, and the average score is 30.1
points below the possible score. As in the case of se-
curity, its consistent relationship to total score is
noticeable.
6. Quality of driver personnel is also a heavy
contributor to the variations in total score, lo school
•
was rated perfect in this classification} the average
»л \r£ee ; v*
waa 38.4 points less than the majclausi acore; and the
range of 75 points was second widest of all the divisions.
»• ' » »•CvCj
Again, the relationship to total score is markedly con-
sistent.
"
e*r
portation. One of the expressed purposes of this chapter
•
is to discover any possible relationship between the
cost of transportation and its quality as swasured
»e
by the Rucgsegger Scale. Forty-five of the 51
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of transportation.
TABLE LVI
THE COST OF THASßPORTATlOH PAR POPIL ГНАНвРОЙТЕГ
13 45 C2JITRAL LISTKICI6
Mximber of
Class Districts
Bomber of Average cost per
Busses Pupil Transported
$10-$19 3
20- 29 •
30- 39 13
14 $15.69
51 25.31
90 35.66
72 45.95
46 53.02
21 65.78
3ol 59 16
60- 69 4
Low Cost $14*OU
High Cost 60.36
Mean Cost $40.00
Cost Range 54*36
Cost per pupil transported, In the 45 districts advanc-
ing Information on this point, varied from $14.00 to
$68.36 «1th a mean cost of $40.00. 80 wide a varia-
tion is hardly explainable in tenas of the cost fac-
tors dealt with In Chapter IV, though these, of course,
Ajt% 1^» с* A*C f.
contribute. Possible factors lip the variation of
Т
costs, not heretofore considered, are the quality of
the service rendered and the advantages of utilization
and superior ¡anagernent accruing to soae schools
through the operation of large fleets. The relation-
ship between cost and quality of transportation, as
expressed In the ftuegseg^er Score, is sh?;na in Table
LYII.
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The tfcl-.e shows no positive relatioiighip between per
pupil oast» and quality of tran«portatloa, appearing
IABLK LVII
BZULTIOK6HIP BKTWlEi COST PER PUPIL T!UH8PORÏED
Afib RUfcGßlßuKa SCüRaß 07 ÇUALIIÏ II Л5
CENTRAL JDIßTßICTS
Cost por ЯивЪвг of ВишЬег of Jtuegsegger Score
P\ipil District» Busses of Quality
Below $30 11 65 875.7
$30-139 13 90 877.Í
40- Á9 11 72 869. '.
$50 or »or» 10 67 866.3
to tu{g«»t, in fact, a slight nagitlY« relationship,
the increase in per i/uplj. costs of 135.ЛЛ (the differ-
ence between the average costs of the first and lest
groupa) being accompanied by a net decrease in qual-
ity score of 9.4 points. This obviously illogical
relationship may be dur to r fallar« to a elect a valid
I ; UV
measure of coats or a va!id neasure of quality. On
pages 3£-84 reasons were advanced for relieving t!,at
per pupil costs of transportation do not provide a
valid unit for the »easurement of need nor for mak-
ing comparative studies in coat. The seat-mile was
suggested as a more uaeful unit of measure. Any re-
lationship found to exist between quality and total
seat-mile costs would, however, be false in nature
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beceus« eoet of but, insurance costs and driver«1
«aget, Item» in total co*ts, are »leo items in the
quality measure. Operating costs per seat-mile, log-
ically affected by tí» quality of transportation, offer
'•Й ' «i
• «ore usable meaaure. Quality »core» and operating
сое t per 1000 seat-miles »ere available for ЛО dis-
чЪ«г of
trióte.
TABLE LV1II
ÄBbaTIOHSHIP BETWEEN OPXRATIHG CüSI
PER 1000 8SAT-mTLBe ANt ÇUALin ECOHIS
IN 40 CBNTBAL DISTRICTS
Operating Costs per Number of Number of
1000 Seat-miles District« Bu»»e» quality Score
Under ».80 8 ЛЛ
$ .80 - .99 8
1.00 -1.19 8 50 874
.20 -1.49 8 56 870
Ï50 or more 8 4- вбв
The data in Table LVII1 fail U» «bow »ny relationship
between the operating co*t» per »eat-mile and the
quality of »enrice a» measured by the Ruegeegger Scale.
It wa* suggested on ptge 171 that »i*e of fleet
may Ьате an effect on co»t» or on the quality of trane-
portatlon. The following talle »hows the relation»hip
between per pupil coet», quality »cure and «ice of
fleet In 45 dietrict».
«
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Table LIX shows oo existing relationship between
.
•Ice of fleet and cost« per pupil. J *» >rt
'
afifcia « SABLK LU
KMjtfioiBHiP веткыл siai or .
?ЖК PUPIL COST ОГ TRABfîPOE'ÎÀTIOÏ AAL 4ÖALITX
OF TIAltPOITATIO« И 46 CfiitBAL DMfMCtt
Bise of
ЯиаЬег of
E-5
7-3
9 or aore 8
Co«t per
Pmoii
$34.64
44.31
41*80
S8.82
Quality
Score
8T4
876
368
a positive ani rather eonslttent relationship between
size of fleet and quality of transportation indieat-
ing that large fleet« make possible management prac-
tice« that effect a higher Quality of transportation.
.,. Beeauee of distrust ef per pupil eosts as a unit
ef measure, relationship between site of fleet and
costs were sought also by using operating costs per
seat-Bile *s the cost measure.
ее «Ä^er ' 40** ХАШЛ ** 4«*14»g »itfc «Ийрг-
R&UinOIfiÄlP ЭИ*ЬЫ1 ßliUi OF FbbKI
0?Ш1АТ1»0 СОБТ PER 1000 SlÀTJULEB АЯ
(»OALITX OF SÄRVICS IM 40 CWIIRAL DIÉTBICÏS
Size pf
Fleet
of
Districts
Operation cost
per 1000 Bit
Quality
l
11.417
1.854
•965
06«
075
•85
m
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Again we find no probable significant relationship
between else of fleet лай eoit, but »able LX does
show again a positive and consistent relationship be-
tween site of fleet ana quality score, showing the
superior eanagement practices In effeet where larger
fleets are operated.
Summary- The purpose of this chapter was to
^ ™
analyse the quality of transportation in selected dis-
trict« using the Buegsegger score o«re, and to seek
to discover any existing relationship between cost
»ad quality. In sugary it »ay be said that use of
the score card «ade it possible to discover signifi-
cant differences in the quality «f tran*j>ortatioft and
to discover in what eleaents of quality these signifi-
cant differences occurred with greatest frequency.
The total scores were generally high, reflecting a high
standard of bus transportation. The eost frequent
and the widest deviations from the ideal occurred in
those «ajor divisions of the »cale dealing with secur-
ity, quality of conveyance and qeallty ef drive» per-
sonnel, the other three divisions, regularity, conven-
ience, and comfort showing fewer variations and those
over a narrower range.
Within the six divisons» certain elements stood
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out as contri butin* Boat heavlljr to variation in tho
dividen acore«. Under regularity, lato trip* and use
of substitute drivers were ¡aoet significant; under
convenience, the diatañoes pupils were rotvlrod to walk
and the average tiao on busies) under comfort, overload-
ing, under security, supervision of the route, hazard
OB the routes, and provisions for firet aid; under
•uality of conveyance, present value, frequency of in-
spection, housing ana servicing; and under ouality
•f peraoanel» experience of drivers, occupation of
drivers, and physical examination of drivers. This is
not to iaply that the items listed are of greatest im-
portance. They are those whiefa, i» the 51 district«
studied for quality, showed practice deviating most
frequently and most widely froa the ideal«
The study fallsjd to show an? relationship between
the oost and the quality of transportation. Thie should
not be accepted as conclusive evidence of & lack of
svoh a relatioaehip. Xb«r« -re a maaber ef possible
reasons for non-success in the effort to discover It.
1« The wide variation of costs due to oanagerial
practices, so noticeable in all iteas of oost dis-
cussed in Charted IV, ana which were assumed to con-
ceal the offeot of factors underlying costs,
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would alto operate to eoneeal difference» in cost due
to quality of transportation.
2. There it a lee of a vclld unit for measur-
ing and ooaparlnf oosts la district« of widely diver-
cent characteristics.
5* In addition to the above, it if entirely pos-
sible that where the general standard of sebeo! bus
transportation is as. high as It is IB Sew York State,
and where, in any significant number of the Quality
items measured, the deviation« 1* preotiee are wholly
•* la large part uiward from the conditions given max-
iarua rating in the scoring sygten used, that relation-
ships between costs and quality scores would he lost*
These conditions existed In several items In the
Ruegsegtrer в с Ale, notably in eost of busses, insur«
anee and drivers1 wages, However, when the standard
of service is not maintained at high lev*?l by state
requirements and when wider variations 000*1»; It may
readily be that quality and costs are related*
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CHAPTER VI
8UMlüJlY OF PROCEDURE, СОЯСШБЮЯБ ANC
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Any method of allocating «tat« fund« for trans-
portation to school district», bused on tht equalizing
principle, Bust demand for its success in operation on
the foreóla devised for determining reasonable с sts.
The writer, in nil expressed purpose of devising such
a formula for Is« York. State, deviated widely in
three important details fro» the procedure commonly
followed by other students of the sane subject.
the student as a measure of transportation need.
In the first place, the student, as a measure of trans-
portation needs, was unconditionally rejected. Top-
ographical factors and the dispersion of population,
with varying Banagerlftl practices, so alter the re-
lationship between pupils transportée and costs that
reasonable consistency if not to be expected.
the tatai c^st of transportation. In a second
deviation fro« customary ^rocedur*, no attempt «as
made to deal with total costs per se. the approach
being through the coat items and the object being
to determine reasonable items of cost. The factors
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underlying the с.et of transporta tien do not siroct to-
te l coa ta directly and, in ГACt, oft«n conflict in such
* way that t be ir net effaet ia impossible of deteralnu-
tioa* total coste, however, ara mar«l7 th« susraation
of the items of cost &nd tue iасtort underlying «pet«
do directly fcnd consistently affect the cost items.
Deter*in»tlo« af reasonable itecs of est, each la tenu
of the factor« affeetinf it, &nd the lumiratlon of t л*
Items a^Kes p ssibie the establishment of a reasontbie
co»t, t ne hccuracy of ».'.ich i» iiL^ftirec >nly by the
cearacteristicE of the data used for it» derivation.
Characteristics of the 4»ta» Reason*tue cost« of
•tny ef tb» item* of traeaportatio» coatlf 1д tbia
•tutfy, «ere derived frasa average araetift»; boa eoat
ao4 int«raft fron the average prie« paid for buasa«,
rent tal •«£•* ftom ttM tvсrag* eoat of the»« itaea,
and operating costs fro« tba average seat-miie toata
in ttw diatricta studied. The probable introducti n
of inaccuracies into the derivad formal« fro« tMa proced-
ur« is reoognlaee. the ohlef eha^tiacteriatie of the
data in aj i eatagoriea vas the wide varlatioo which,
bocauae it с .uiti not be accounted for in any other
••У, was attributed to tae factor of »tn&ge:i*ut. The
right of man&gecerit tu buy bettor equipe» n t and
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super! r services should not be curtailed» the prac-
tice, clearly established in some instances, of paying
out of »tat« coffers a hi,; ne г ,,rice for identical item«
of cost should bo discouraged. In «orne cases of price
paid, the variation of price paid was so wide aa to bo
unbelievable; In most cásea it was vide enough to cast
a shadow of doubt on the reasonableness of tho averages
derived.
The validity of reasonable costs derived from
average practice, depend», of course, not only on the
characteristics of the data but also on their quality.
In general, the number of observations was deemed
eufricient for the calculation of reasonable costs.
The section dealing with rent costs, however, is ad-
mittedly weak, the data being insufficient for accurate
determination of a reasonable cost figure. It is highly
probable, too, that the cost of outside housing for
school busses, used in this study for predicting rent
costs, is higher than school owned housing. Further
study should be made of the rent item*
It may be, also, that the determination of reason-
able variable operating costs lack validity because of
limited data, though this is not belicTCd by the writer
to be necessarily true, «hen the study was organised
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it was planned to allocate variable costs, reported on
ft fleet ^bsls., to the busses, a 1er..-thy procedure that
set a top limit to th* aaouot of data that could t,e
bandied, and, as it turned out, a useless procedure.
It -лаз unfortunate that the futility of th« process
iras not foreseen. Bad it been, larger quantities of
data could have been handled without added labor. The
characteristic» of the data itere auch, however, (mana-
gerial variations again) that it is extremely doubtful
if added data would have made »ore clear the effect of
route factors on cost. An element of inaccuracy шау
дате been introduced, nevertheless, by the use of the
seat-mile a¿ the variable coat unit. Whether or not,
aileage being held constant, these coat» vary in pro-
portion to the number of seats is not determinable from
any de tt at hand and needa further study.
Valuing the approach to reasonable raw cost. Char-
acteristic» and limitations of the data may have im-
paired to a degree the accuracy of the raw cost figure»
derived. Of sue., greater significance than the cal-
culated averages theaaeives, however, i» the introduc-
tion of the approach to total costs through the east
itoi;.s. The BMthod has several advantages. Attacking
the smallest units of cost» perait» olo»er control
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of date and peralta the full inclusion into cost cal-
culation* of district ала route factor» whoae influ-
ence OB iteas of cost le measurable but whose net ef-
fect on total costa le impossible of calculation. To
the administrator of transportation, it bas further
advantages, using the resources of the method, he can
fit it to his immediate aituation in »ore exact fash-
ion than if he »ere using a total cost procedure. It
tells not only when his costs are high but it shows
him where hit costs are high. Total costs fall in
this latter regard.
The Quality of transportation. A third departure
from the method of other studies on transportation
costs was the introduction of the concept of real coats,
the coat of transportation la relation to its quality,
involving the neasurement of quality ала the establish-
ment of its relationship to cost.
The Hue*se«i-,?er Scale. The tool used for the meas-
urement of quality waa the Ruefsegger Scale. Primarily
designed as en instruisent wherewith an administrator
mignt rat« his transportation practices against an
arbitrary standard, it demonstrated its value to a
high degree. As an instrument for comparing toe qual-
ity of transportation in a number of districts, it must
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be interpreted with the same reservation neoesstiry in
t;v» Interpretation of any arbitrary scale« The writer,
scoring 27 districts personeily, found that sumy of
quelitatire conditions rated in the aoaie were inpoeed
upon th« districts by circuaetancws b&yonc ttte control
of «anagwsent. The diattnces pupila walked antí tlie
length of routea are at leaat partly a function of
topography* The existence of haaards oa the rout*«
veré uneontroüabl« Ъу «anagenent. läge ratea, at
least adnieuB rete»« «ere largely deter«lried by aecoa\-
panying economic Г«etora, refieetin* the»e es well aa
the quality of driver personnel hired«
In aoae phaaea, ttaa Rueeseg.^er Scale failed ade-
uuateiy to metsure conditions in New York Бtate, «here
the qusllty of traeaportatl n is §o high that aevia-
tiona IL pr&ctioe were, in some it«»§, at »uch upward
fro« the conditions of naxiKum ratiug lu the score as
downward. In a few items, notably la the aection on
regularity of service, the writer believes tbe scoring
should be revised to sr&fce ;>enaitie» acre in line with
the ooaparatiTe iavertane« of : trelictions 1« pra«tiee.
For exaiaple, the omission of a trip is «more aarious
ofl'enae «.gainet gooc practice th&xi the Buúeiug of It
by a substituto bus, but both are giran the ваяю
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penalty in scoring, and a trip made lat« is actually
penalized sore h«-ivi Ly than if it were omitted en-
v ' • f
tirely.
In general, however, the »cale is a veil balanced
instruisent, covering a vide range of the eleaents of
quality of service and, to the thoughtful administrat-
or, of inestimable Talue in pointing out defections
from ideal practice and In suggesting improvements.
The que I i ty of transport*tion &n¿ costa. The
study fails to establish any relationship between the
quality of transportation and costs. This v&s not t -
tally unexpected* The quality of transportation in lev
Tortt St&ta is so generally high and the average prac-
tice so nearly uniform that the difference mty nut be
measurable in term» o.f price. Price it, of courte a
functioa of both qualitative and quantitative faotot»
in transportation. Administrative practices in the
organisation of a transportation program may alter costs
widely vithcut affecting quality. For example, the
utilisation of busses for operation of more than one
route reflects heavily in cost* but may have no effect
on the quality of transportât!,., service rendered.
Logically there must be a relationship bet»een quality
and costs. The difficulty lies in tne devising of a
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tool for measuring C'-ets valid for purposes of с -враг-
ison ала in developing * method of reducing the Varia-
tion« in cost cue to administrative practices. The
field ia a rich on* for further investigation.
Conclusions« Th« purposes of thla study were, aa
presented оШ pages 7 and ь,
1. To exasii&a the eoata of and expenditures for
transportation in selected central Districts;
2. To «et*bli*b a forvctla or eethod, baaed on
all the faetora found to apply, for determin-
ing a reasonable eoat of tranaportation) and
3. To au« pea t а ее t herí for dietributing átate
aid for transportation founded en the eqtial-
ixation principia«
Ant lysis of other atndiea, and of the data of tiiia
atudy, indicated thet the faotora underlying coata af*
feeted total coate only indirectly and in auch & nay
that net afreet oeuid not be aeaaured and iu£ge«t*d an
approach to total coats through the eoat itesa, eaeh
in terns of the factors directly affecting it. Reaaon-
abla total coata of tranaportatloa vare calculated
than aa the sumwatl^n oft
1. teaaonable capital coatat depreciation and
interest on unpaid balance of purchase price,
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based on average prie« of bustes in each
site classification, purchase policy, and
«a estimated life expectancy, for school
busses, uf 10 yt¿rs. Tais category of cast«
?.es adjusted for differences in insurance
charges due to sic« of bus. (?*•••> 9f)
'r. ft«asonable contrae! costsi wages of drivers,
insurance and rent, «bleb veré found to тагу
witfi place location, computed for each county
E rea, (Fag« 114)
Э. Reasonable variable coates gM, oil, tires,
chains and accessories, repairs and nainten-
anc« In terms of thos« factor« found direct!у
to aff«et th««. тhtse ««r« day« op«rat«d,
length of rout«, si«« of bus, typo ;i' road and
number of «topf
Other factor«, a« «g« of bus, length of rout« as а Гас-
tor in det«raining driver's vage, average snowfall and
quality of service rendered «ere found not to apply.
It should b« noted that in other state« or ar««s the
factors found to affect costs in New lork State кау
not be of similar significan««, or that factor« of no
significance to cost in this state uay be of signifi-
cant «eight «leewhere. Xn Re« York State itself
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th« passage of time nay reduce the significance of
•OB« ractort found important today «hile others
assume positions of «eight«
Distribution of átate aid. The fin/ai purpose of
this study «as to suggest a method of distributing
>, .
state aid for transportation in accordance with the
equalisation principie. Tvo criticisms «ere directed
to«ard the method of distributing funds in praotice
prior to July, 1942 (nov corrected). First the non-
separation of transportation expenses from other gen-
eral expense makes it possible for districts to get
aid for transportation through both the transporta-
tion and the equalisation quotas. Second, the match-
funds basis on which aid was given favored rich dis-
tricts to the detriment of those with scant iocal
resources. To correct these two error« in method,
the following is suggested:
1, that expenditures for transportation be re-
ported separately from other expenditures
for education and that they shall not be a
basis for state aid through any but the
transportation quota.
2. That each district be required to raise a
sum of money for transportation by a .5
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•ill tax on reajL valut of the district end
the »tat« contribute, as aid for transporta-
tion, a sua equal t, the difference between
the amount raised and the reasonable cost of
transportation computed according to the
method suggested in this study.
•*"
'4, '
***< .
'
•
.
K-
•
•• A. A *?
:!.
- •
' eut« f«na«
fc • í;tt?íf. Ai
ßv
*1 *<iíilaí*tr*tio.ft <of School
ä*tr€a» c ••*tit>tte,
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Stone Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
December 1,
Dear Sir:
I am making a study of the cost and quality of
transportation of school children in selected central school
districts of New York State with the hope of establishing
a method of determining a reasonable cost of transportation
and of suggesting a method Ъу which state funds for trans»
portation may be distributed according to the needs of the
districts. The study is being made under the direction of
the School of Education at Cornell University and with the
approval and help of those members of the State Department
of Education who have been dealing with the transportation
problem.
Your district is one of the seventy-four that, with
the advice of State Department personnel, I have selected
for study. I have been a central school principal and know
how busy you are, and I he/ve tried to get as much information
as possible from tne State Department of Education and, in
fact, have already recorded considerable data regarding
transportation in your district. Not all of the information
I wanted was recorded in Albany, however, and some of what
is recorded there was not available to me last summer when
I was there.
Will you help me to the extent of filling out the
inclosed short questionnaire? Some of the items listed are
not "on record", I know, but I feel that with the aid of
your bus drivers you can give an accurate figure for those
things not a matter of record.
Your cooperation in this will be deeply appreciated
by me and will help me to do a ggod job in what I believe
to be a constructive and valuable research.
Yours truly
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N air.e of
School
Sheet No ДО
Real value of
district
Tax rate on
real value
Total expenditure for transportation (1939-^0)
Funds rec'd from the state for transportation
In,the July 19^0 report on transportation, you recorded a "rent" charge
of ;$ . Will you tell briefly what was included under this.
charge and how rates were established?
Please indicate under the headings listed below the use to which each
bus was put in transportating children to and from school. Ignore
extra trips, as athletic trips, etc. If a bus makes more than one
regular trip, combine load, stops and mileage of the several tripe.
Class A roads; concrete and macadam roads in good repair
Class В roads: broken macadam and good gravel roads Class С roads; gravel roads in bad condition and dirt roads
r Daily Route 1Л1еаке
Bus-
No.1
1
' Number lAv Daily} Number
Capacity1 of trips t Load 'of Stop*
''Class A'Class В 'Class СГ
i Road Road j Road Total
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Stone Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, N. Y.
Dear Sir:
You will recall filling out for me a few weeks ago a short
questionnaire on transportation. This was of great help
to me in that part of my study dealing with costs. A most
significant part of my problem, however, deals with quality
of transportation with its possible relation to cost and I
wonder if you will complete your assistance to me by filling
out and returning the enclosed Ruegsegger Score Card for
measuring the effectiveness and quality of transportation
service.
The Ruegsegger scoring system is highly objective and any-
one who follows carefully the directions given in the back
of the booklet will get an accurate measure of certain
features of the transportation program. Measuring your
program will take some little time but, if you do it,
either yourself or by delegation to some competent person,
you will not only help me but you may readily be doing
something of value to yourself. Many administrators of
transportation have found that scoring a program has sug-
gested ways of improving it, sometimes without adding to
costs.
I had wanted to send two copies of the score card to each
school but the cost was prohibitive, I will, however, do
what should be of greater interest. I will send you a
copy of the sheet on which I summarize the reports so that
you may compare your score with that of other schools. The
sheet will be so prepared that no one will be able to
identify your school but yourself.
If you can fill out the card and return it to me by
February 15, you will, as before, be doing me a service for
which I will be truly grateful. It will, I believe, be
also a contribution to our understanding of professional
problems.
Yours truly,
May I commend to you as a worthy project the study that
Mr. Crane is making? Any help you can give will be warmly
appreciated.
Director, School of Education
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Stone Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y.
Dear Sir;
I am sorry not to have heard from you in regard
to the Ruegsegger Transportation Score Card sent you
some time ago. I am most anxious to get a perfect or
near perfect return of these because analysis of them
embraces a most significant part of my study and I need
a larger number of returns to make the analysis authen-
tic.
I hope you might yet find the opportunity to fill
it out or, if you are too busy, might find someone to
whom you can delegate the chore. However, in case it is
clearly impossible, may I visit your school some time
after the spring vacation and myself score your trans-
portation system?
This thing is truly a "must" to me and your help
will be a matter of sincere thanks.
Yours truly,
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